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ABSTRACT
A project to design an interactive program to teach accounting
techniques is described. The four major goals of the project are
discussed and a review of the literature on teaching machines and
computer-assisted-instruction is included. The system is implemented
on the CTSS time-sharing system at M.I.T. and uses an ARDS graphic
display. The software design of the system is described in detail.
A typical session with the tutor is also described. Appendices include
complete system documentation.
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C HAP TER H .
INTECLUCTICN
Education is currently tesieged with ccmplex problems.
It is plagued with increasing demands cn an antiquated
system, a shortage of well-gualified teachers, and overtaxed
facilities. The past twc decades have witnessed three major
changes in our society which have caused these problems.
One of the causes has keen an exFcrential growth in
technology heavily increasing the amcunt that can e 
learned. The rapid increase in our cppulation and the
belief that everyone is entitled to an education have also
been influential factors. Taken together these three
factors are largely responsitle for magnifying the Froblem
to the point that a crisis is developing in cur educational
systems. The situation has teen compounded by the fact that
education has been slow to respcnd tc charges in technology
and society. Skinner writes that "sca rcely any area of
human activity has teen more resistant tc scientific
analysis and technological change than education. Although
our homes, offices, factories, and means cf transpcrtaticn
have been transformed within a generation, the typical
classrooa and techniques of teaching have hardly changed in
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a century." <42> Over the past two yearE the Associative
Learning Project, ALP, has scught, as cre gcal, to discover
ways to improve cur learning systems. In [articular, in this
regard, it has established for itself the following
objectives:
1) To find ways to_ akethe learning process
more efficient:
Cne of the by-products of technological progress
has been an information explosion. Coupled with this
increase in knowledge has teen an increase in an
individual's need for knowledge. Learning systems have
been caught in the middle. On the cne' hand teaching
resources, i.e. facilities and instructcrs' time, are
limited. In additicn,,the amount cf time and energy
which a student can devcte tc study is also
constrained.
On the other hand, there is al ever increasing
demand for more kncwledge. lechnigues must be
developed to allow an ibstructcr tc relegate the
repetetive, programmed aspects cf his teaching to
teaching machines or other devices sc that he will have
more time to teach the more cocFlex, unFrogrammable
tcqics.
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Furthermore, the traditional belief that a
student's time is not valuable, or at least not as
valuable as the instructor's, is no longer valid. With
more to learn, effective use of the student's time is
necessaly. In addition, changing technolcgy, and
especially its rapid rate of change, have dictated that
an individual must continue to learn thxcughcut his
life. Therefore, the student say be a Fracticing
doctor, business executive, cr an engineer.
Consequently, in designing learning systems for the
future, the student's time camrct be discounted.
Learning systems must be designed whicb cFtini2e nct
only the instructcr's time, but also the student's.
2) To tailor the learning process tc the student's
bac kq rouqd and itrsts: Present educational
systems tend to treat students as if they are all
identical, irrespective of their individual
backgrounds, abilities, needs, and irterests. This is
partly due to the fact that the lecture technique of
teaching typically forces the instructcr tc gear his
lecture to the average student (and scaetimes to the
below average student). Generally, the result is that
the bright student is bored because he is nct being
challenged, and, at the same time, the belcw average
BAGE 12
student is lost. Learning systems Seed tc be designed
which are more perscnalized and acre rescpnsive to the
individual student.
3) To integrate material across functicnal lips:
All tco often a subject is taught ir mcdular chunks,
and the various pieces are never tied together. The
result is that the student never gets a gcod cverview
of the whole subject. Be becomes an expert in several
sub-disciplines, but seldom sees hoe one relates to the
other. And what is even worse, he seldom sees how one
field relates to another field.
) resea rch in the lerintial _zess uch remains
research in the learning npocess: Much remains
to be learned about how a student learns, and about
ways to optimize this process.
This paper iwill discuss some of the recent research
which has been done in this area by the ALP project.
Specifically, it will report on CLOSE, cre of the systems in
ALB. CLOSE is an interactive accounting tutor and is
designed to assist graduate students to -leain some of the
basic principles and techniques of acccupti g.
The next section reviews the literature in the field
and is followed by a discussion of CLOSEo
P
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CHAPTER II
REVII OF_ TEACHING MACHIN§ES-A ,D CAI
A. Earls "ce p~aal wor k
S.L. Pressey <12,32,33,34) was one cf the first to
seriously consider the idea cf using a machine to teach a
subject. In the early 1920's , he designed a machine about
the size of a typewriter which presented the student with
multiple-choice questions. The machine was designed in such
a way that it would not go on to the next question until the
student had given the correct answer. The teaching program
was jinear, i.e. all students followed the same path through
the subject, independent of ability or interests. Pressey
in his work developed two concepts of learning which have
played important roles in later teaching machines. He
believed in a lag of recency, i.e. that the answer made most
recently would be the one best remembered. Be felt that the
learming process was not hindered by incorrect answers as
long as the last response was the correct answer. Tied
closely to the law of recency was the gaw of frequency.
Pressey held that a student needs to te mctivated throughout
the proggam, and that one of the ways to accomplish this was
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to ensure that the student Eventually get the right answer
to each question before he cculd go on tc the next question.
Pressey writes "the correct response must almost inevitably
be the most frequent, since the correct is the cnly'response
by which the learner can go on to the next questicn; and
since whenever a wrong response is made, it must be
compensated by a further correct reaction." <32) Although
Pressey worked for many years on his teaching machines, they
did not gain wide acceptance; it was B.F. Skinner who
eventually brought the teaching machine tc the classroom.
Prior to experimenting with teaching machines, Skinner
<12,41,42,43> had done extensive research cn animal learning
behavior. He believed that he cculd apFly the same
"stimulus-response" techniques, which had teen quite
successful in his animal experiments, tc human subjects.
His teaching machines reflect this approach. Skinner
developed the concept of presenting material to the student
in small segments which he- called frames. A teaching
program became a particular sequgnciAn of certain frames.
Skinper, like Pressey, believed in the lirear program, but |
he differed with Pressey on the nature of the student's
response. Pressey favored the multiple-choice questicn.
However, Skinner favored a fill-in-the-blank type response
feeling that the very act of responding tends tc cause
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learning; consequently, if the student was required to pick '
one of several possitle answers, there wculd be a tendency \
for the student to remember his incorrect answers. Further,
Skinner felt that _qgall was a much more efficient learning
process than recognition.
For these reasons, Skinner's machines required the student
to construct his response, and not merely recognize it as
one of several possible answers. Another technique which
Skinner developed was the shcrt Sgte. Sirce the very act of
responding tends to cause learning, the program should be
dessigned to minimize the. nu.m.ber of student errors.
Skimmer's machines presented only a small amcunt of new
material in each frame in an effort tc e;Eure that most of
the time the student's first answer tc a cuesticn would be
the correct answer. This aFFroach also had the advantage of
motivating the student through his own success.
N.A. Crowder <12,14,15,16>, the next on the scene, felt
that Skinner's approach was. much toc rigid. He believed
that the teaching machine should have the ability tc adjust
to each student and, therefore, developed the conce.ptQf
branchinq within a program. Eranching (also known as
intrinsic programming) allowed a student tc fellow a path
through the program that was determined by his responses to
the questions. Unlike Skinner's and Pressey's machines,
. I
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every student did not have to follow the same path. 1
Crowder's concept of the teaching machine differed
greatly from Skinner's. Skinner believed in the
stimulus-response approach. Crowder, co the other hand,
held that the teaching machine should present material to
the student and should use questions to determine if the
student had mastered the concepts presented. Consequently,
he felt that the overt or motor response was not -
fundamental to the learning process; however, it was useful
as a means of providing feedback to the program.
Branching allowed the student to follow a path through
the program that was dependent on his responses. The
concept of addative or Extrinsic programming extended this
approach. Adaptive programming utilizes information that is
external to the program such as a student's age, IQ,'
background in the subject, etc. Because cf the complexity
involved in meaningfully incorppratieg'this information into
a teaching program, adaptive programming is almost always
used in conjunction with a computer_ <15,17>. Two early
examples of adoptive programming are the SAKI program
developed by Gordon Pask of Great Britain and the SOCRATES
program developed at the Illinois Trainiog Laboratory (23>.
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B._Two ELrly Exveriments with CAI
The work of Pressey, Skinler, and Crowder was
essentially the first phase of the research in teaching
machines. Their development of basic concepts, such as
sequencing, frames, and programs, paved the way for later
research. In the second phase of teaching machine
development, researchers became interested in trying to use
the digital computer. Two experiments from this period are
noteworthy.
Bath, Anderson, and Brainerd (19g8) from the IBM
Research Laboratories attached typewriter ccnsoles to an IBM
650 and developed a program for teaching binary arithmetic
<7,35,36,48)> This basic tutor was later expanded and
courses were also offered in stenotyping, statistics, and
German reading <48>.
The other experiment of note in this phase was
conducted by Co ulson (1962) of System Development
Corporation. Coulson tied a Bendix G-15 computer to a
special purpose random access slide projector. He developed
the CLASS (gompater-based Laboratory for Automated School
Systems) program which combined CAI with television, films,
lectures, and textbooks. The system was able tc. handle up
to 20 students at a time <7,8,9,10,19,31,47>.
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C_._ Cgm/u1_e- Assi ted instruction
Late in the fifties, the computer industry became quite
interested in the use of computers as teaching machines. As
a result, much of the early work in CAI was done by
computer-oriented people. As a rule they had been trained
as engineers and not as educators or psychologists.
Consequently, much of the early work tends tc have a very
pragmatic flavor and to emphasize applications over theory.
<31>
The entrance of the computer iqdustry_._ into the fieldl-
may be classified as the beginning of the third phase in thej
development of teaching machines; it also marks the]
beginning of a serious interest in CAI.
One of the early men in the field was Licklider (1962).
Experimenting at Bolt, Beranek, and Newmar with a PDP-1 to
which he had attached two typewriter terminals and a cathode
ray tube, Licklider sought ways to .tra the student's
interest. This concept of motivationa .triaing hinged on
using the computer to constantly provide quick response and
reinforcement to the student. <28>
Biter and Braunfeld developed PLATO rogramed Logic 
for Automatic Teaching Organization)- using a CDC1604. The
project was begun in the early sixties and was primarily
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concerned with how a student reacts to interaction with a
computer. The system could handle up to twenty consoles
simultaneously. The system used CRT terminals which could
display either computer output or slides <3,4,5,6>.
aD. ecntodfk in CAI
Most of the research up to this pcint had been on
selegtive teachinq machines. Selective teaching machines
store all questions and answers in menory, and at the
appropriate time output these "canned" responses to the
student. A basic limitation of selective teaching machines
is that the human tutor in preparing a pFrgram must try to
anticipate every possible student response. If he does not,
he runs the risk that the tutor will give irrelevant
replies to certain student responses. Cne way to solve
this problem is to have the tutor direct the learning
process. In this way the tutor knows when to expect a
student response and basically what form it will take. <47>
Another approach has been to write generalized algcri.th.s,
which when given a student's res.ponse,--.g.enerate either
remedial material or a new question.- Such programs are
termed e nerative Math teaching machines have quite
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successfully used this approach-. Weizenbaum in his
deveiopment of ELIZA has demonstrated that it is possible
to handle verbal input as well as mathematical input using
algorithms <50>. Feingold, in his ELABIT programming
system, has done some work on generative CAI, but his
structure is basically selective <20,21>.
Another tack recent research has taken has been to
investigate the extent to which a student should be able to
control the learning process. Simmons 440> has developed
question-answering programs which measure a student's
knowledge of a subject by semantic and syntactic analysis of
his responses (questions and answers). femedial material,
if necessary, is generated. Other researchers, such 'as
Spolsky <44>, do not feel that the questicn-answer technique
should be left to the computer, but rather visualize' a
situation where the teacher is on-line and can make
decisions that are difficult to program.
Grubb <24,25> of the IBM" Education Research Department
is a firm believer in the theory that a student learns
better if he is allowed .to chart his cwn course. His
research indicates that complete student control of the
program yields uniformly high post-test scores over the
range of pre-test scores. However, he has found that good
students do equally well under either system.
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ZE. T ALLP Poitec 
The ALP project currently has two working CAI systems,
ALP and CLOSE. ALP is designed to teach graduate students
the basic principles and techniques of accounting. It is
implemented on the CTSS time-sharing system at MIT and uses
an ARDS graphical display (see p. 26 for a description of
CTSS and ARDS). The ALP system offers the student two forms
of iastruction, standard programmed instruction (PI) , and
question-answer (QA). The PI mode presents material in an
essentially linear manner with some forward branching in
short steps, and requires the student tc answer questions
(either multiple choice or fill-in-the-blank) which it
corrects and gives reinforcement to the student. The other
mode, QA, allows the student to ask the system questions on
any accounting concept or term presented in the program.
ALP parses the question, forms an answer based on material
stored in its library, and prints it out for the student.
The student can operate in either mode and can change back
and forth at will. (For more informati-oq on the ALP system (
see <1,18,26,37,38>.)
CLOSE is an extension of the ALP system. CLOSE assumes
that the student has completed the'ALP program or has gained
a basic knowledge of accounting principles from some other
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source. While ALP stresses accounting principles, the
emphasis of CLOSE is on accounting techniques. CLOSE is
designed to assist the student in learning how basic
accounting principles are applied in practice. Since CLOSE
assumes that the basic principles have been learned
elsewhere, it does not teach new principles to the student,
but rather serves to reinforce principles already known.
CLOSE accomplishes this by allowing the student to apply his
accounting knowledge to practical problems; it presents
accounting problems to the student to solve and gives him
feedback on the appropriateness of his solution.
.__D.iimeiosns of CAI Systems
In summary, all CAI systems have several dimensions in
common. These dimensions may be used tc describe and
differentiate various instructional systems. The major
dimensions of all CAl systems include:
1) S9uenc_ nq: In all CAI systems (as well as
programmed learning) the student follows some
path through the sub-.ject. In some systems
there may be ome path (linear) for all
students, while others allow the student to
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branch according to his ability and needs..
2) Aailability of extensive information: The
program may or may not have information about
the student (IQ, background, etc.) available
to it. In general, it seeps to be true that
if the tutor. has extrinsic information
awailable to it and can. effectively
incorporate it into the learning program, it
will be a more effective tutor.
3) Teaching Mode: A tutor may present material
in several different ways. Fcr example, the
tutor may test or drill the student, conduct
a tutorial session, or develop a socratic
dialogue.
4) Structure: Most systems store all- questions
ard answers in a sort of "canned" form, i.e.
only information which has been explicitly
entered by the programmer is presented;
other systems have attempted to delvelop
algorithms which generate a program's
material based on the student's frcgress.
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5) Method of response: There are two sides to
this parameter-- student response and system
response. .T.he student may construct his
answers or he may chocse from a list.
Farther, he may reply in natural english or
he may be required to adhere to a rigid
format. Furthermore, the system mayprovide
extensi.v.e-f-e.e.dbac-k-aqd-^d.ia.g-n cstics both for
.the student and for the human teacher, or it
may provide little or nothing in this area-
(most early system fall in this category).
6) PronRm cgntrol: Control of the program may
be handled by the system or it may be placed
in the hands of the student. Traditionally,
the system completely controlled the program.
However, recent research indicates that there
may be advantages in allowing the student to
control his learning.
Figure 1 displays the relative positions of the
programs discussed when viewed along the dimensions of
sequencing and .control and along the dimensions of material
presented and control. (Chapter VI will discuss why CLOSE
is positioqed where it is in Figure 1.)
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cHAsTER III
CLOSE HARDWARE
.A. The Tme- Sharijnvstem - CTS S
CLOSE is currently implemented on CTSS (Compatible
Time--Sharing System) at MIT. CTSS is one of three
time-sharing systems on campus. It is the oldest of the
three, and from a technical viewpoint, is quite outdated.
However, this system is still the most reliable of the three
and accomodates up to thirty users cn a regular basis.
The system is built around a modified IBM 7094. A core
storage interval timer clock was added tc the basic 7094
hardware in order to allow time-sharing. The timer is set
for small bursts of time, presently 200 as, and makes it
possible to interrupt a running program tc check data lines
for input. Memory protection and relocation registers have
also been added. These allow certain areas of core and
certain instructions to be declared off-limits for the user.
Communication with the system is accomplished through six
data channels. Two channels interface with standard I/O
equipment, i.e. printers, readers, etc. A third interfaces
directly with devices that require a high-rate transfer of
C
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data,. The fourth and fifth interface with drum and' disc
storage. Drum storage, used for program swapping, consists
of one IBM 7320 low-speed drum and two IBM 7320A high-speed
drums. Programs are stored on an IBM 1302 disc, which has a
capacity of 38 million 38 bit words. She sixth channel
connects with an IBM 7750 transmission control unit and
provides for communication with the timesharing consoles.
Finally, the system contains two 32K core storage modules.
One module, called "A core", is used exclusively by the
supervisor; the other , "B core" , is used for running user
progza ms.
The supervisor, which resides in "A ccre" at all times,
functions as a general monitor for all operations. It is
responsible for all I/0 and scheduling oe rations. It also
handles all operations involved with swapping running
programs in and out of core in time-sharing the system.
Such operations include program interruption, temporary
memory management, and program recovery (13>.
B,__The Gz_ ahics Terminal - _ARDS
CLOSE uses an ARDS (Advanced Remote Display Station)
graphical display. The ARDS, manufactured by Computer
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Dispaays,Inc., is a 6 1/2" by 8" direct view storage tube
(DVST). Fifty lines, with eighty characters per line, can
be displayed at one time. In addition, the ARDS can display
points, straight lines (toth solid and dctted), and curved
lines by approximating the curve with shcrt straight line
segments.
One of the basic limitations of the ARDS is that it
does not have selective erasure. Because of the nature of a
DVST,: one section of the screen cannot be erased
independently of the rest; if any part of the screen must
be erased, the whole -screen must be erased,.
The ARDS communicates with CISS cver standard
voice-grade telephone lines. The interface is a type 202C
data set. Currently, telephone line speeds limit the
effective writing speed of the ARDS. The ARDS can draw
characters at the rate of 1.2 ms per character. However,
using the current 1200 bit per second line, the ARDS slows
down to writing a full screen of 4000 characters in 33
seconds. In as much as the scanning speed of the typical
student is well below this speed, CLOSE is not affected by
this particular hardware limitation <43,44>.
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CHAPTER IV
CLOSE SCPFTWA-BE
A. Overview
CLOSE, as stated earlier, is intended tc facilitate the
learning of basic accounting techniques. It utilizes the
programmed learning method of instruction in the belief that
there is a significant section of the student population who
learn material quicker and easier in such an environment.
The teaching program is basically linear, but has been
augmented in several respects so as to make it more
responsive to the student's interests and abilities. In
particular the program makes extensive use of the following
previously discussed techniques:
1) Student Interaction: The advent cf time-sharing
systems has made it economically feasible for teaching
machines to take advantage of the speed and data
processing and storage capability cf the digital
computer <31>. Thus it is possible for the tutor to
ask a question, wait for the student's response,
analyze it, and give the student constructive feedback,
in a time frame short enough such that the student
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feels that he is being given individual attention. The
combination of personalized instruction as well as
immediate feedback makes the learnirg Frocess not only'
more efficient, but also more enjoyable.
2) Use of Grahigs: The truth of the cld adage about
the value of a picture becomes quite obvious when used
in the context of the learning process. Pictures,
graphs, and charts convey informaticr in a form that
the mind can more readily interpret than the same
information printed in tabular form.
3) S tuent Cgntrol: As stated earlier, research
<24,25> indicates that most students will learn more
efficiently and have a better grasp cf the subject if
they are given some control over the learning process.
The general structure of CLOSE and the implementation of the
above techniques in that structure are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The CLOSE system consists of five major sections. They
are, in the order in which they appear in the program:
introduction, posting, adjusting entuies, closing entries,
and financial reports. Each of these sections is described
below.
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The introduction welcomes the student to the system.
It explains the concepts it will help the student to learn
as well as the conventions it expects the student to follow
when inte rac ting with the system. When the student
indicates that he understands 'this introductory material,
the program draws a flowchart which depicts the
expenditure-asset-expense cycle (see Fig. 9 cn $. 61). The
student sees how expenditures are acquisitions of either
assets or services, and how toth are eventually expensed as
product or period costs. CLOSE then sets up a fictitious
company GEM, Inc., and displays its l'bccks" to the student.
Currently, the "books" consist of nineteen T-accounts and
their respective balances at the beginning of some chosen
period. The nineteen accounts are: Cash, Inventory, Prepaid
Insurance, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Notes
Payable, Tax Payable, Interest Payable, Wages Payable,
Retained Earnings, Capital, Wages, Advertising Expense,
Interest Expense, Cost of Goods Sold, Insurance Expense,
Rent, Sales, and Profit and Loss.
This set of accounts does not purport to be an all
inclusive set of accounts, nor the best minimal set of
accounts, but rather a set of accounts which are consistent
and which allow both standard posting entries and adjusting
entries to be shown.
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The introductory section concludes by drawing up an
initial balance sheet and income statement fcr GEM and
displays these to the student. The student sees the
contrast between the balance sheet and the income statement;
he sees that the balance sheet is composed of asset and
equity accounts which are permanent accounts. By contrast,
the income and expense accounts, all of which are temporary
accounts (and were closed out in the previous period), are
shows with zero balances. The Profit and Loss Account is
also a temporary acaount and shows the net inccme or expense
for an accounting period. It was closed cut to the Betained
Earnings Account and also has a zero bailacq .
When the student indicates that he understands the
material presented and is ready to continue, CLOSE starts to
teach how to post transactions. This is the first of three
major teaching sections. In subsequent sections of the
program, the adjusting and closing processes are covered.
In each section CLOSE presents new material in the form of a
few examples and then asks the student to respond by working
a few similar examples himself, with the program checking
his responses and giving appropriate feedback.
Specifically, in this initial postirg section, CLOSE
presents to the student an example transaction, i.e. the
firm pays $6,000 for the use of an office and warehouse.
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This transaction is posted to the ledger accounts on the
screen (the Rent Account is debited $6,00C, the Cash Account
is credited $6,oQ0). The postings are flagged with arrows
so that the student can easily spot them {see Pig. 11 on P.
65. A console session with the CLOSE tutor, complete with
diagrams, of which this example is one part is described in
great detail starting on p. 59.). Another example is then
displayed and posted.
At this point the program checks the student's grasp of
what has been presented by giving him a transaction and
asking him to post it. The student types his answer on the
console keyboard. The format for his answer is relatively
free as he can enter the debit and credit entries in either
order, and partial answers, e.g. dr Cash 10, are acceptable.
If the answer is correct, the program posts the transaction
to the appropriate T-accounts. If the student's answer is
incorrect, the program indicates the partis) of the answer
that is incorrect and asks the student to try again (see
Fig. 11 on p. 65). Once the student has succeeded in
answering the question correctly, CLOSE goes on to the next
question. The program continues in this fashion, presenting
transactions, asking the student to pcst them, and then
checking his responses, for a number cf transactions in
order to make sure that the student has grasped the process
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of posting transactions.
The next stage of the program is concerned with making
the end of period adjustments. An example might be to make
the appropriate entries to the Inventory Pccount and to the
Cost of Goods Sold Account, to reflect the month's sales.
This part of the program uses the same technique described
above to present the material. Examples are given and
entries made, and then the student is asked to analyze
several similar examples.
The fourth stage is concerned with closing all the
income accounts, posting their balances to the Profit and
Loss Account and then closing this account to the Betained
Earjings Account, thereby effectively closing the firm's
books for the period. Again the prodedure is as above; the
program closes several accounts and posts their balances to
the Profit and Loss Account, and thei asks the student to
do the same.
Once the books have been closed, the program summarizes
in the final section the effect of a lJ the transactions
which took place during the period by drawing up a final
balance sheet and income statement. The student still has
before him the T-accounts -- the asset accounts with their
balances brought forward, the income accounts closed out to
Profit and Loss. Thus the situation is .identical to that
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which occurred at the beginning of the prcgram. The student
is bsought full circle. He sees the condition cf the firm,
represented by its financial statements, at the beginning of
the period, the transactions which ¢ccurred, and the
condition of the firm at the end of the period, i.e. the
beginning of the next period. It is hoped that by
presenting the material in this fashion the student will
have a much clearer and broader view cf the accounting
process and how it affects the firm.
CLOSE endeavors to make the system Iespcnsive to the
individual student's interests and abilities. It does this
by making available to the student several simple commands
which allow the student to tailor the prcgram to his own
needs and therefore, the particular console session. The
commands are of two types: 1) technical commands and 2)
teaching commands. The technical commands are COMMENT,
STOP, DISPLAY, and QUESTION. These 'ccmmands allow the
student to correct any technical problems that may develop,
i.e. accidental loss of T-account picture. The teaching
commands, HELP and SKIP, allow the studert to tailor the
program to his needs and interests. e sea rch (Grubb,
Simmons) indicates that this approach makes the tutor more
effective. The commands are described below:
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1) *: CLOSE is still in the develcpmental stage.
Comments on the system and recommendations for changes
from current system users provide the system designers
with essential information for system improvement. The
asterisk command allows the student to type in a
coasent. It does not change the status of the program
in any way. Comments are stored on disc where they may
be examined by the system designers at a later time.
2)SCOP: Situations may arise where the student does
not want to complete the program. Either he may feel
that he is already familiar with the subject material
or time constraints may force him to quit early. The
STOP command allows the student tc quit the program
while ensuring that all system paanmeters are reset.
(Por example, CLOSE changes the logical screen size on
the display;' this must Be reset upcr completion or
early termination of the program).
3) ISPLAY: During the execution of. the program, the
student may inadvertently strike the erase key. This
causes the screen to be erased and the T-account
picture to be lost. Due to limitaticns in the input
package, the program does not know that an erase has
occurred. The program continues as if nothing
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happened. In order to ensure that the system "fails
soft" in such a situation, the display command was
created to allow the student to redraw the T-account
picture at sill.
4) UEIoN:, The QUESTION command was created for
similiar reasons and allows the student to have a copy
of the current question printed out on the screen at
will.
5) HELP: O-ne of the important functionsl of the human
tutor is to challenge the student. If the student runs
into problems, the tutor stands ready to guide him to a
solution. CLOSE tries to simulate this interaction
between tutor and student. At the present time the
interaction between CLOSE and the student in this area
is quite primitive, but the generalized structure of
CLOSE allows for a substantial increase in
sophistication without requiring structural changes in
the system. Currently, CLOSE will recognize certain
types of errors (e.g. debit and credit entries
interchanged, both accounts incorrect , answer correct
to a point but not complete) and output a remedial
message to the student, attempting tc guide him to the
correct answer. In addition, the student may at any
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time type "HELP". When the student types this command,
the system responds by giving him a part of the correct
answer -- a part that he has not yet gotten correct.
The HELP command may be called recursively. The
student may type HELP, get part of the answer, type in
a new answer incorporating the new information; if the
answer is still incorrect, the student may get
additional help by again typing HELP. By using the
HELP command where needed, any studert should be, able
to completely work his way through the Frogram, and
never get stuck on one problem.
6) S KIP: Different students have different abilities
and interests. Some students will know all or most of
the material. Others will not ,but will be interested
only in an overview of the subject. Still others,
unfamiliar with the subject will want to learn the
material in as much depth as possible. And, of course,
there are a wealth of students in between these
extremes, One of the ways CLOSE tries to accomodate
the varying needs and abilities of its students is
through the SKIP command. The SKIP command allows the
student to skip to the next question or to the next
section (i.e. posting, adjusting, 'closing). If the
student elects to skip to the next section, he is given
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the option of seeing the questions he would have been
asked, or just skipping to the next section. If he
opts to see the questions he is skip-ing, the program
presents them in a fashion identical to the way in
which examples are presented. Both question and aiswer
are given and the entries are posted.
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B Structure
Structurally, CLOSE was designed from the outset
to be a modular and relatively generalized program.
Modularity was considered necessary not only to insure
program efficiency, but also to make the system easily
understandable ty other programmers. As a consequence,
the programming is straightforward and employs few
coding "tricks". The structure of the program is
generalized in such a manner that a range of accounting
programs can be handled by the same structure. CLOSE
currently has one problem set consisting of twenty
examples and questions, but the generalized structure
allows other problem sets to be added to the system
quite easily.
CLOSE is written in AED (Algol Extended for
Design), an extension of ALGOL developed at M.I.T..
AED was chosen as the language for the system for the
following reasons: 1) It is a very powerful
compiler-level language, allowing the user to build
very complex data and list structures quite easily; and
2) CLOSE uses graphics and the ASCII character set. At
the present time the best system support packages for
graphics and ASCII on the ARDS are also written in AED,
IP
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and communication with these routines is easiest from
within AED.
CLOSE makes extensive use of the data and list
structure capabilities of the AED language. All the
necessary information for each T-account, e.g.
X,Y-coordinates on the screen, current balance, etc.,
are stored as offsets of a pointer. The nineteen
T-accounts pointers are stored in an array (see Fig.
2). This structure makes it possible to easily access
any component of any T-account, i.e. X(A(1)) refers to
the X-coordinate of the Cash Account. In a similar
manner all the necessary information for each question,
e.g. text of question, answer, accounts affected, etc.,
are also stored as offsets of pointers and the various
question structures are linked together in a list
structure. Consequently, all that is required to go
from one question to the next is to change the pointer.
A beneficial consequence of the question structure is
that it is quite easy for the instructor to add,
delete, or change the order of the questions.
This structure for T-accounts and questions
greatly simplified the complexity of CLOSE's routines
(see Pig. 3,4,5),. CLOSE, the main routine, is in
control at all times except when a answer is being
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Figure 2.
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checked; then CHECK, described later, is in control.
CLOSE is composed of two sections -- initialization and
question-answer. ruring initialization CLOSE makes
subroutine calls which set up the T-account and
question structure for the problem set requested
(currently only one problem set); it also opens disc
files used by the program to record student answers,
initializes system parameters, and calls routines which
print the system introduction and record the time, date
and name of the student.
The question-answer section is a very simple loop:
(see. Pig. 4 on P. 44. Each of the dotted line
rectangles represent one of the following steps.)
1) Print question.
2) CHECK answer, if the question is to be ansered by
the student, and print feedback; otherwise go to 4.
3) if the answer is correct, go to 4; otherwise, wait
for new answer and go to 2.
4) Print answer, post entries.
5) If there are more questions, check remaining space
on screen (erase if necessary) and gc to 1; otherwise,
stop (see Fig. 6).
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Figure 3.
MACRO STRUCTURE OF CLOSE:
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Figure 4.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6.
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As can be seen, the basic structure is quite simple.
However, some quite complex issues underlie this simple
structure. There are two major issues which deserve further
discussion: 1) Input/Output -- how the student interacts
with the system, and 2) the parsing algorithms which check
the student's answers. Both of these issues are discussed
below.
C._ Sstems_ Inp ut/utP
The obvious issues here are: 1) how does a student enter
his answers, and 2) how does the system respond.
At the present time there are basically only twc types
of input devices available on the ARCS and both were
considered. The first is the mouse or joystick. With this
device the student can position the beam cn the screen, and
by pressing buttons cause the location of the beam to be
recognized by the system. This capability seemed a natural
for the CLOSE application.
The program was originally designed in such a way that
when the program requests an answer, the student responds by
positioning the beam at the letters "dr" on the screen, then
at the account debited, and finally at the amount. This
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procedure would be repeated for the credit account.
Amounts, in the original design, were entered by using the
following technique. Display the iqtegers 0-9 on the screen
as shown below:
dr cr 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
The student could enter a number by successively pointing at
the appropriate integers, e.g. 125 would be entered by
pointing to 1, then to 2, and then to 5.
This approach had the advantage that it partially
overcame the ARDS limitation of non-selective erasure. By
allowing the student to point to objects cn the screen, the
amount of text that had to be displayed on the screen was
minimized, and hence the total number of times that the
screen had to be erased was minimized.
This particular approach was thoroughly tested. The
approach seemed feasible, but because of the way the AED
support packages are designed, major difficulties were
uncovered. First of all, the procedure followed by the
student for each transaction turned out to be fairly complex
and quite lengthy. Secondly, transactions requiring more
than two entries were difficult to program. Consequently,
this method of inputting an answer was rejected.
An alternate approach, the one finally adopted, is to
have the student type his answers directly on the keyboard
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console. This has the advantage of being a simple operation
as well as being similar to the actual process of entering
transactions in a journal. However, this approach tends to
fill up the screen much more rapidly, hence requiring more
erasures. Upon implementation, this problem of filling up
the screen was not found to be a major problem, at least at
the present time. Currently, the program has twenty
transactions which, on the average, require five erasures.
The delays involved have not been found to be an
inconvenience. Therefore, the typewriter has been adopted
as the input device.
once it was decided how the student would input his
answers, the question of how the program would handle output
had to be answered. In an earlier program, LEDGER <27>, all
output was handled using AED graphics system support
routines which actually positioned the beam on the screen at
the desired location and then printed the output. This
approach could have been used in CLOSE, but because of the
problems encountered in LEDGER in determining exactly where
to output a line (when a student can make any number of
errors), it was decided to develop a fresh approach.
CTSS has a similar Froblem in that the system must
always be
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able to determine where to positioq its next output line.
Routines have been written which determine the next output
line, CTSS automatically prints output on the next
available line; therefore, if CTSS routines are used, there
is no problem determining where to output the next question,
i.e. right after the last response, no matter how many there
are. However, CTSS always starts printing at the -top of the
screen and continues until it reaches the bottom. This
would have caused answers and text to be written over the
T-accounts appearing at the top of the screen. A method had
to be found to keep CTSS from overwriting the accounts. The
CTSS command SETPRM allows the programmer to alter. the
logical screen size. By altering the screen's parameters,
CTSS can be made to believe that the top of the screen
begirns aqywhere on the screen. With the use of SETPHR the
problem was solved. System support routines were used to
output the T-accounts and their entries since it was
necessary to plot these at specific locations on the screen.
For the remaining output, regular CTSS output (coupled with
special routines to handle ASCII as CTSS normally outputs
only BCD) was used with the reduced logical screen.
DD. Parsing Algorithj
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CLOSE expects the CHECK routine to perform two
impontant functions: 1) it must determine whether the
student's answer is correct cr not n:qd print out appropriate
feedback; and 2) it must hand.le any ccamands (QUESTION,
DISPLAY, SKIP, eetc. in the same manner as CLOSE does at the
top level.
This last function, with the exception of SKIP, is
relatively simple. RD, the routine which Leads input from
the console, is used in toth CHECK and CLOSE. RD will
recognize and appropriately handie QUESTION, DISPLAY, STOP,
and * wherever found. SKIP and HELP are special cases.
HELP is meaningful only when called from within CHECK, i.e.
a question has been asked and the answer is being checked.
HELP is ignored if encountered within CLOSE. SKIP, on the
other haqd, is meaningful both in CLOSE and CRECK. When
encountered in CLOSE, the program can start SKIPing
immediately. However, when encountered in CHICK, the/
current question must be answered and a return to CLOSE
initiated after setting a flag which informs CLOSE that the
student typed SKIP.
CHUCKts other function, to determine if the answer is
correct, is more complex. CLOSE, when it calls CHECK,
passes as an argument a pointer to the carrect aqswer. This
pointer is called ACT.PTR (see Fig, 2zzz). CLOSE also frees
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a null pointer called RT.PTB. As parts of the answer are
found to be correct, they are moved from AC2.PTR to RT.PTR.
When ACT.PTB is qull, the student has given the correct
answer.
In checking the parts of an answer, CHECK takes
advantage of the natural structure that exists in ledger
entries. All entries are of the form <detit or credit>
<account> <amount> <debit or credit> <account> <amount> ...
Each entry is composed of one or more debit entries and one
or more credit entries. Each debit cz credit entry is
composed of three items: 1) the words debit or credit (or
some abbreviation thereof), 2) the accoumnt name, and 3) the
amount. CHECK, therefore, checks each group of three items
against the answers pointed to in ACT.PTB. If CHECK does
not recognize either debit or credit (on some abbreviation)
as the first item of each three item group, it flags a
format error and.informs the student that the format of his
answer is incorrect.
If CHECK can, it forms an acceptable three item group
from the student';s input, then uses ACT.CK and AMT.CK to see
if the debit or credit account name entry is correct.
AC.ToCK lcoks through the accounts specified in ACT.PTR. It
also checks the accounts in RT.PTR as the part of the answer
being checked may have been moved to RT.PIR by a previous
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Figure 7.
ACT.PTR AND RT.PTR
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MATCHES AN ANSWER BEAD.
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partially correct answer. It attempts to match the account
name of the three item group with an acccount name in either
ACT.PTR or RT.PTR. An exact match is not required as CHECK
utilizes a misspelling algorithm to cancel the effect of
spelling errors.
The misspelling algorithm is a modification of the one
designed by Anderson <1>. The, algorithm reports a match
between two character strings if: 1)- the first two and last
characters of the strings match, or 2) a substring of the
characters match. The length of the substring required for
a match is a variable set by the programmer. Currently, a
substring of length four must match.
If ACI.CK finds the account name in either ACT.PTR or
RT.PIR, it checks to see if the account is being correctly
debited or credited. It also checks to see if the amount is
correct. AMT.CK performs this function. If a three item
group is fouind to be correct, it is moved from ACT.PTR to
RT.PTR and the next group is checked.
If a group is found to have an error, i.e. wrong
account, incorrect debit or credit, or wrcng amount, the
incorrect item(s)- of the group is surro.uded by asterisks
and a flag is set indicating the type of errcr found.
When all groups have been checked, i.e. the student's
answer has been completely parsed as signified by the
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discovery of a carriage return, the error flags are
examined. If any of the flags have been set, the student is
told that his answer is incorrect, and his answer, with the
incorrect item(s)- surrounded by asterisks, is printed out
(see Fig. 11 on 65). If no flags have been set, the student
is iqformed that his answer is correct. In either case
CHECK returns to CLOSE. If the answer was incorrect, CLOSE
calls CHICK to examine the next answer. Otherwise, CLOSE
prints out the answer, posts the entries, and goes on to the
next question.
CHBEK curreqtly has six error flags!. They appear as a
six digit code aqd are stored on disc alcrgside each student
response. The code dO dl d2 d3 d4 d5 is as fcllows:
dO total number of errors
dl n n debit errors
d2 " credit errors
d3 " account errors
d4 " n " amount errors
d5 " " format errors
By performing logical operations, such as AND and OR,
on the error codes, useful diagnostics car be established.
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Currently, CHECK recognizes and gives a special error
message to the student for each of the following errors: 1)
answer completely incorrect, 2) debit and credit entries
reversed, and 3) answer correct, but not complete. Other
logical combinations can be used to detect other types of
errors.
If the student's answer is completely incorrect, CHECK
informs the student that he may get help with the prcblem by
typiag HELP. HESP pulls the first account off the ACT.PTR
list and prints it out as part of an appropriate message,
i.e. Cash is one of the accounts, or Cash is the other
account. As stated earlier, HELP may be called at any time
after a question has been asked, and it may be called
recussively.
E. Ether RoutineB
There are several other routines which play important
roles in CLOSE. Examples are AZQL whbich compares two
character strings, or CPY.L# which empties the read buffer
and creates a pointer to a copy of -it. As the techniques
employed are rather well known, these routines are not
discussed here. The interested reader is referred to the
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system documentation for a complete description of each
routine.
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CHAPTER V
A sESIO WITZH CLOSE
This section describes in detail how a student
interacts with the CLOSE system. The diagrams show what
appears on the screen, while the text describes the session.
Although not every display appears as a diagram, the
diagnams are representative of the type of displays in the
CLOSE system.
CLOSE starts the session of by welcdCting the student,
(in this session a young lady named Kathy),. to the system.
It then prints out an introduction <see Fig. 8> which
describes the goals cf the system as well as the conventions
the system expects the student to follow.
When Kathy has read and understood the instructions,
she hits the erase key. Her action erases the screen and
informs CLOSE that the student is ready tc continue. CLOSE
then requests and records the student's name.
Fig. 9 shows the next display. Here the student is
graphically shown the expenditure-asset-expense cycle.
Agaim, when Eath7 is ready to continue, she strikes the
erase key.
The next display <see Pig. 10> presents the student
wibh the "books" of-the company, a short description of the
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Figure 8 PAGE 1
CLOSE is a program written in AED designed to take
advantage of the interactive capabilities of a computer, and
to put these capabilities to good use as a working tool for
the teaching of accounting.
Specifically, CLOSE is designed to help you learn the
following three aspects of accounting: 1) the process of
posting transactions to a ledger,
2) making adjustments to the ledger accounts at the end of
a period,
and 3) closing out the ledger accounts.
CLOSE employs the technique of presenting several
example transactions and then asking you to give the answers
to several similar transactions. The program assumes that
you will abide by certain conventions; these conventions
are listed below:
1) When "READY" appears on the screen, it means that
the program is waiting for you. When you are ready to
continue, and have typed a response, if one was
expected, you should hit "new line".
2) Example transactions are denoted by the prefix
"EXAMPLE". You are not expected to answer these, but
you should make sure that you understand each one
before you continue with the program.
3) Transactions which expect you to respond are
prefixed by "QUESTION". The format of a response is
similar to that of a journal entry, i.e. an account and
the amount to be debited is specified, followed by the
account and the amount to be credited. Specifically,
you respond to a question by typing "dr" followed by
the account to be debited, followed ty the amount (in
thousands of dollars); on the same line you then type
."cr" followed by the account and the amount to be
credited. Then hit "new line" to continue.
When you have read and understood the above directions,
hit "erase".
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EXPENDITURE-ASSET-EXPENSE CYCLE
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Accounting is concerned with recording changes in the firm's
assets and liabilities. To a large extent, these changes
are day-to-day-expenditures and receipts of cash.
READY (LF)
As they occur, these day-to-day changes are recorded in
the firms "books" which are called its ledger accounts.
READY (LF)
if the change is concerned with the operation of the
business during the current period, the change is called an
expense (or incomle) and at the end of the period, is
recorded in the financial record of the current period --
the income statement.
READY (LF)
However, some expenditures are made to acquire assets
which will have value remaining at the end of the current
period (An example is a building). These expenditures are
usually posted to the balance sheet to record the continuing
value of the assets to the firm. This is the Dosting
process.
READY (LF)
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Figure 9 continued
EXPENDITURE-ASSET-EXPENSE CYCLE
At the end of a period, some of the balance sheet -assets
will have contributed some of their value (i.e.,
depreciation of a building) to the current period's business
effort and this value reduction must be recorded to "this
period's" expenses. In like manner, liabilities of the firm
carried on the balance sheet may become income of the firm
during the period (e.g. prepaid'rent). In addition, in some
non-manufacturing firms, the inventory which has been sold
will be subtracted from the balance sheet at this time.
This £ is the orcess of adjustment.
READY (LF)
The difference between the income and expenses for a
period represents the net change in value of the firm during
the period. To determine this net change for the period,
all income and expense accounts are closed to a temporary
account called the profit and loss account. The balance of
the profit and loss account represents the net change, or
net profit, for the period. As the net profit is an
increase (or decrease) in the value of the firm, it is
posted to the balance sheet. This i known as the closing
process.
READY (LF)
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Figure 10
BALANCE SKEET ACCOUNTS TEMPORARY
ACCOUNT
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I-
CASH
l80TF
INVEMITORY PPD INS ACCT REC ACCT PAY
156 1 1100
NOTES PAY I PROFIT LOSSI
I I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
TAX PAY INT PAY WAGES PAY RET EARN CAPITAL
20 0_ 20. . 100.
'INCOME STATEMENT ACCOUNTS
COST OF
SALES GOODS SOLD WAGES ADV EXP INT EXP INS EXP RENT
These accounts are the "books" of GEM, Inc. GEM is engaged in the
manufacture and sale of Adzes, an esoteric plant made from a hemp
plant and widely held to be the cure for all of man's ills.
You have been hired as an accountant and are responsible for keeping
GEM'S books.
BALANCE SHEET INCOME STATEMENT
ASSETS
cash
inventory
ppd ins
acct rec
TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITIES
LIABILITIES
acct pay
notes pay
tax pay
int pay
wages pay
TOTAL LIABILITIES
ret earn
capital
TOTAL EQUITIES
180
156
1
3
34o0
100
6o
20
0
40
220
100
20
120
340
sales
cost of goods sold
GROSS PROFIT
OPERATING EXPENSES
wages
adv exp
0
0
0
0
int exp 0
ins exp 0
rent 0
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET PROFIT
0
0
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
- -,--I
I
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company, and an initial talance sheet and income statement.
Upon a signal from the student that she is ready to
continue, CLOSE erases the screen and draws the display
shown in fig.: 11. At this time the T-acccumnts and Example
1, transaction (1) in the diagram, are cr the screen. The
lower part of the screen is blank. Since (1) is an exaFmple,
CLOSE immediately prints out the aqswer <see (2)>. The
answer is also posted to the accounts on the screen. Note
the '16<-" credit entry in the CASH account and the n->6"'
debit entry in the RENT account. The arrows help the
student to spot the posting. CLOSE then prints "READY" and
waits for the student. Kathy, after examining the
transaction, strikes new line ILF) to tell CLOSE to
continue.
Example 2 is then presented <see (3)), the answer is
printed on the screen, and the entries are posted. A new
line from the student causes the program to continue.
CLOSE then asks a question -- how should the
advertising fee be posted <see (4)>. Kathy types "dr adv
exp 10 cr acct pay' 10 (LF)" which is inccrrect. CLOSE
responds with "Your response of dr adv exp 10 cr **acct
pay** 10 is incorrect, try again." Kathy sees her mistake
and types in "cr cash 10 (LF}" to correct the answer. CLOSE
responds "your answer is correct, Kathy.'! It also prints
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Figure 11
CASH INVIENTORY PPD INS ACCT REC ACCT PAY NOTES PAY PRCFIT LOSS
180 64- 156 -42 10060
-825 104--
2 -
TAX PAY INT PAY WAGES PAY RET EARN CAPITAL
~20 ~~40 20 100
COST OF
XAR GOODS SOLD WAGES ADV EXP INT EXP INS EXF RET
-25 -*10 -*6
(1) EXAIMiPLE 1 : You pay $6,000 for the use of an office and a
warehouse. What ledger entries should be made ?
(2) ANSWER : dr rent 6 or cash 6 (LF)
READY (LF)
(3) LIXMIPLE 2 : GFKII, Inc., just sold $25,000 worth of its Adzes
for cash. What should be posted ?
ANSWER : dr cash 25 cr sales 25 (LF)
READY (LF)
(4) QlUESTION 1 : GEM engages CON, Inc. to handle its advertising.
You pay their feee of $10,000. Enter the transaction.
READY dr adv exp 10 or acct pay 10 (LF)
Your response of dr adv exp 10 or **acct pay** 10 is incorrect,
try again.
READY cr cash 10 (LF)
Your answer is correct, Kathy.
AESi;ER : dr adv exp 10 cr cash 10
READY (LF)
(5) QUESTION 2: You pay a bill of $2,000 for equipment bought on
account in the previous period.
READY dr cash 2,000 or acct pay2,000 (LF).
Your response of **dr** cash 2000 -'*cr** acct pay 2000 has the
debit and credit entries interchanged, Kathy, try again.
READY dr acot pay 2 or cash 2 (LF)
Your answer is correct, Kathy.
AN'SWER : dr acct pay 2 or cash 2
READY (LF)
READY (TO ERASE, HIIT NEI, LINE] (LF)
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out a Copy of the correct answer, posts the answer to the
T-accounts involved, and waits for the student.
Kathy types new line and CLOSE p.rints out the next
question <see (5)·>. Here, Kathy responds by typing "dr cash
2,000 cr acct pay 2,000 (LF).". Note the use of commas in
the amount as well as the fact that the amount is typed in
full. In this case Kathy has her debit ard credit entries
reversed. CLOSE responds "Your response cf **dr** cash 2000
**cr** acct pay 2000 has the debit and credit entries
interchanged, Kathy, try again." Kathy reverses her entries
and types in the correct answer. CLOSE again acknowldges
that her answer is correct, and prints and posts the answer.
When Kathy strikes new line (LP) this time, CLOSE responds
"READY (TO ERASE, HIT NEW LINE)"* This informs Kathy that
when she strikes new line, the screen will be erased. Kathy
looks over the entries that have been made, and strikes new
1 ine.
The screen is erased and the T-acccunts are redrawn
<see Fig. 12>. Note that the arrows pointing to earlier
entries have disappeared.
CLOSE now asks a question about posting a hank loan.
Kathy responds correctlyj but mispells NOIES PAY. She types
in "nots pay" instead of "notes pay" (see (6)>. CLOSE
checks the spelling, decides that she means "notes pay", and
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Figure 12
CASH IWNVITORY PPD INS ACCT REC ACCT PAY NOTES PAY PROFIT LOSS
180 o6 156 1 3 2 100 60
25 10 50o -
--,50 2
204-
40 f- TAX PAY INT PAY WAGES PAY RET EARN CAPITAL
-+220 2-40 40 100
,->34040
COST OF
SALES GOODS SOLD WAGES ADV EXP INT EXP INS EXP RENT
(6) QUESTION 3 : GE; borrows $50,000 from the bank.
READY or nots pay 50 dr cash 50 (LF)
Your answer is correct, Kathy.
ANSV]ER : dr cash 50 or notes pay 50
READY (LF)
(7) QUESTION 4: GEMI pays $20,000 for taxes that were due in the
previous period.
READY dr tax pay 20 cr cash 20 (LF)
Your answer is correct, Kathy.
ANSI:ER : dr tax pay 20 or cash 20
READY (LF)
(8) QUESTION 5 : GEM pays $40,000 in wages that were due at the end
of the last period.
READY skip (LF)
ANSWER : dr wages pay 40 cr cash 40
(A) Print questions and answer so I know what I am skipping.
(B) Skip to the next section.
(C) Skip to the next question.
Type desired option : c (LF)
READY [TO ERASE, HIT NEW LINE) .(LF)
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responds:
"Your answer is correct, Kathy."
"ANSHEB: dr cash 50 cr notes Fay 50"
Kathy answers the next question correctly, and when
CLOSE presents QUESTION 5, she decides that she wants -to
"sigp" it. She types "skip" and CLOSE responds by giving
the answer to QUESTION 5 and also a list-cf skipping options
<see (8)>. Kathl decides to skip otly this question and
types in a "c". However; the screen is full, and CLOSE
waits for a new line before erasing it.
After the T-accounts are redra wn, CLOSE presents
QUESTION 6 <see (9)> in Pig. 13. Kathy decides to answer a
part of it at a time as she is not sure of the complete
answer. She starts with the Cash entry. CLOSE guides the
way by responding that her answer is correct so far, but
that there are more entries. She continues in this fashion
until she has the answer completely correct.
When Kathy types new line, CLOSE starts the adjusting
entries section <see (10)>. Kathy types in a comment that
the program should have more posting questions, and CLOSE
thanks her for her comment and records it on disc.
Kathy then- decides to experiment with the "skip 1"
command. The option'al argument l1" causes a skip to the
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Figure 13
CASH INVL2TORY PPD INS ACCT REC ACCT PAY NOTES PAY PROFIT LOSS
180 6 156 1 3 100 6
25 10 -+15 50
50 2
-*24 20
40 TAX PAY INT PAY WAGES PAY RET EARN CAPITAL
40 40 20 100
COST OF
SALES GOODS SOLD ) EXP INT EXP INS EXF RENT
25 I 61
744-
(Q) QUESTION 6 : GEM sells $174,000 worth of its Adzes. The buyer
pays $24,000 cash and will pay the balance in 30 days.
READY dr cash 24 (LF)
Your answer, dr cash 24, is correct so far, type in the other
entries.
READY dr acct rec 150 (LF)
Your answer, dr acct rec 150, is correct so far, type in the
other entry.
READY cr sales 174 (LF)
Your answer is correct, Kathy.
ANSIWER : dr cash 24 dr acct rec 150 or sales 174.
READY (LF)
(10) Some events which affect the T-accounts do not generate
journal entries. Adjusting entries must be made at the end
of the month to account for these events.
READY *I think the program should have more posting entries
(LF)
Thank you for your comment.
READY skip 1 (LF)
(11) EXIMPLE 1 : At the start of the year a S12,000 insurance
premium was paid record this month's expense.
ANSWER : dr ins exp 1 cr ppd ins 1
READY (LF)
(LF)rI,:A;DY [TO EiA:SE, HIT NEWi ILINE]
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next example or question. CLOSE skips tc EXAMPLE 1 <see
(11)>. The screen is again full, and is erased when Kathy
strikes mew line.
CLOSE then presents the first questicn in the adjusting
entries section (see (12)}> in Fig. 14. Kathy misunderstands
the question and gets the answer completely wrong. Kathy
decides to seek help and types "help". CLOSE responds by
printing out one of the accounts. involved. With this
prompting, Kathy types in an entry, but sbe still doesnt't
know the rest of the answer. CLOSE responds "Your answer,
dr cost of goods sold 100, is correct so far, type in the
other entry." Kathy goes back to "help" and learns that the
other account is inventory. With this bit of assistance,
she gets the answer correct.
CLOSE then types another question <see (13)}>, ut Kathy
decides to skip to the closing entries section, and types
'",sip" followed by a choice of option "b". Ncte that Kathy
skipped only one question in this case.; it involved INT PAY
and INT EXP as can be seen from the entries posted to those
accounts.
Kathy proceeds in this fashion until she finally
finishes the closing entries section. At this point, CLOSE
erases the screen, redraws and closes 'out the accounts, and
presents a final balance sheet and income statement <see
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Figure 14
CASE INVEORY ACCT REC ACCT PAY NOTES PAY PROFIT LOSS
180 6 156100+- 3 2 100 60
25 12 150 50
24 20
40 TAX PAY INT PAY WAGES PAY RET EARN CAPITAL
24 0 0 20 100
COST OF
SALES GOODS SOLD WAGES ADV EXP INT EXP INS EXP RENT
25 -*100 10 1
(12) QUESTION 1 : The firm sold $199,000 worth of Adzes during the month.
The stock sold cost $100,000.
READY dr cash 199 cr sales 199 (LF)
Kathy, your answer, dr **cash** 199 cr **sales** 199, has both
entries incorrect.
If you need assistance, type "help"
READY help (LF)
One of the accounts is cost of goods sold, type in the entry.
READY dr cost of goods sold 100 (LF)
Your answer, dr cost of goods sold 100, is correct so farj type in
the other entry.
READY help (LF)
The other account is inventory, type in the entry.
READY cr inventory 100 (LF)
Good, Kathy, that's correct.
ANSWER : dr cost of goods sold 100 cr inventory 100
READY (LF)
(13) QUESTION 2 : The firm owes $40,000 to employees for wages earned
during the month.
READY skip (LF)
(A) Print questions and answers so I know what I am skipping.
(B) Skip to the next section.
(C) Skip to the next question.
Type desired option :b (LF)
After all the adjusting entries have been made, a firm can close its
books first, all income accounts are closed to the profit loss account
READY (iF)
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Figure 15
INVENTORY
156 100
56
56
TAh PAY
20 20
COST OF 
GOODS SOLD.
100 100
PPD INS
T 1
INT PAY
1 1
.- 
ACCT REC
3 153
150
153
WAGES PAY
40 40
4 40
ACCT IAY
21100
98
98
NOTES PAY
110 60
50
110
RET EARN CAPITAL
61 20 100 100
41 100
.~~~O
WAGES ADV EXP INT EXP INS EXP
40I40 10 10 1 1 1 1
PROFIT LOSS
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1
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1
6
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BALANCE SHEET INCOME STATEMENT
ASSETS
cash
inventory
ppd ins
acct rec
TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITIES
LIABILITIES
acct pay
notes pay
tax pay
int pay
wares pay
TOTAL LIABILITIES
capital
ret earn
TOTAL EQUITIES
201
56
0
153
410
98
110
0
1
40
100
61
sales
cost of goods sold
GROSS PROFIT
OPERATING EXPENSES
wages
adv exp
int exp
ins exp
rent
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET PROFIT.
199
100
99
40
10
1
1
249
161
410
CASH
180 6
25 10
50 2
24 20
40
201
201
SALES
119 25
174
6
58
41
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Fig. 15>.
When Kathy understands how these rercrts were prepared,
she types new line and CLOSE responds "Thank you for using
CLOS'. Good-bye ...." and returns control to CTSS.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATICOS
As stated in Chapter I, the ALP Project set for itself
the following goals: 1) to find ways to. make the learning
process more efficient, 2) to tailor the learning process to
the student's background and interests, 3) to integrate
material across functional lines, and 4) to provide an
experimental setting for research in the learning process.
CLOSE concentrates on the first and second of these goals.
In particular, CLOSE is designed as a tutor for the
student who has already been exposed tc a "textbook"
introduction to basic accounting. This "textbook"
introduction may be the traditional claestoom lecture, a
programmed instruction text, or another CAI system designed
to-assist a student in learning basic accounting concepts.
CLOSE attempts to provide the student with reinforcement and
drill in basic accounting techniques, often initially
providing
the student with a second view of conceptual material.
CLOSE functions as a highly interactive, highly diagnostic
tutor which uses graphics as well as teit tc present drill
and conceptual material to the student. In addition, CLOSE
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allows the student a large degree of control over the
program, thereby allowing the student to use the program as
a self-test of his knowledge of accounting; he may answer or
skip questions as he sees fit. He also has available to him
diagnostics and additional help for any material which he
finds difficult.
In essence, CLOSE attempts to provide the same concept
reinforcement that the classroom provides in a "second view
of the material" and a homework-drill sequence in
traditional educational systems. However,, the use of CLOSE
frees valuable class time for the teacher, enabling him to
present new conceptual material, or to discuss more fully
material already presented. In addition, CLOSE is concerned
with helping the student to learn material more efficiently.
In particular CLOSE:
1) allows the student to advance at his. own
rate. The bright student is not held back,
nor is the below average student forced to
learn at a rate above his ability.
2) permits the student to tailor the time he
spends learning according to his needs; he
may concentrate on the section(s) where he
needs additional tutoring and skip the rest.
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3) presents the subject material in a highly
efficient, highly
concentrated,individually-oriented tutorial
session. There is a substantial amount of
wasted time in a classroom when any
particular student is not learning. CLOSE
attempts to keep each student learning
throughout the session.
L4) removes the boring arithmetic manipulations
and T-account-drawing-and-ruling normally
required of the student. Ihese can be much
more efficiently handled byi the computer.
5) gives the student control of his tutorial; he
may answer or skip questions. Diagnostics
and help are also available.
6) allows the student to learn at a time and
place convenient for him.
7) provides the student with his own tutor.
While it is difficult to describe in a few words all
that CLOSE does, an accurate summary is that CLCSE provides
student-centered reinforcement of techniques. a
time-sharing system for immediate response, and graphics
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help to
CLOSE has not yet been used by a class of graduate
students. However, it has been used, as a teaching program,
by a group of eight students in the Sloan Fellows program at
M.I.T. These students used the program and filled out
questionaires. Their responses, while far from being
statistically significant, give an indication of the type of
response CLOSE will meet when used in the classroom. The
majority of the Slcan Fellows group found the program
"useful" (mean 2.4, variance 1.0 on a 1-10 scale with 1
being very useful). They tended to prefer this method of
instruction to the standard programmed instruction textbook
(mean 2.0, variance 1.2). When asked if they had "learned
anything from the program", the group, as a whole, felt that
they had (mean 2.6, variance 2.3). They found the response
CLOSE gave when their answer was incorrect, "useful" (mean
2.2, variance 1.4). However, they were divided on the
usefulness of the "help" command (mean 2.8, variance 6.2)
and the qskip" command (mean 2.3, variance 9.4). Several
students stated that they had not used either the "help" or
the "skip" command, and, conseguentily,. gave them low
ratings. They were also divided on who controlled the
program, they or CLOSE (mean 4.4, variance 7.7). On the
average, the group found the response time "about right"
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(mean 5.1, variance 2.4 where 1 is too fast and 10 too
slow);. CLOSE is currently an operational accounting tutor,
but there are many ways CLOSE can be improved and expanded.
In particular, it would be useful to expand the "skip"
and .help" commands. "Skip" could be modified to allow the
student to jump backward as well as forward in the program.
This would allow him to review the material covered. "help"
could be changed to give conceptual "help" in answering a
question. For example, "help" would explain or rephrase the
question and not just print out part of the answer.
Another improvement would be to expand the scope of the
program to include financial statement anqalysis. Concepts
presented could include profitability tests (e.g. gross
profit percentage, return on sales, etc.), liquidity tests
(e.g. current ratio, receivables to sales, etc.), solvency
tests (e.g. equity ratio, times interest earned, etc.), and
general overall measures (e.g. return on investment,
earnings per share, etc.):. If such a section was added,< the
student would complete the program wit an even broader view
of the accounting process.
Another modification would be to add a decision rule to
CLOSE. If the student gets the first five ledger entries
wrong, he needs practice, give him more than usual. On the
other hand, if he gets the first five right, perhaps it
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would be best to let him go on to the adjusting entries.
The implementation of such a rule does rot appear to be
extremely difficult. The main problem seems to -be the
determination of an effective decision rule, i.e. should the
program key on total number, consecutive number, or
percentage right or wrong in deciding' what t o do next?
In an effort to free the instructor from the
programming problems of CLOSE, it would be useful to develop
a program which, when called, makes changes in CLOSE,
compiles and loads it automatically. Changes could be: add
a question, delete a question, change a question, change the
order of questions, or change initial balaaces in accounts.
If such a program were developed, it would make the teacher
independent of CLOSE'S inner workings; he could 'call a
program which would guide him in making changes.
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A PPENDIX A
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SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION
Location of CLOSE:
CLOSE is stored on disc in CLOSE SAVED in M5835
224. From within M535 224 the system may be started by
typing "R CLOSE 1" followed by new line (LF). From
another file directory (on CTSS) type "LINK CLOSE SAVED
M5835 224 (LF)"; then type "R CLOSE 1 (LF)".
CLOSE will create (or append to already existing
files) the two system monitor files CLOSES STATUS and
TOTORS STATUS.
CLOSE Files:
The following files are used in conjunction with
the CLOSE system:
CLOSE SAVED
CLOSES STATUS
TUTORS STATUS
MASTER ALGOL
CLOSE LOAL
Core image of CLOSE
System monitor
System monitor
Source code
Load file for CLOSE routines
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ARDS LOAD Load file for ARDS routines
AIMSLB LOAD Load file for AINSLB routines
MXLIB SQZBSS Simulated load file
Loadjn _ OSE:
Starting from a source deck, CLCSE is converted to
a running program in the following manner:
1) Compile all routines in MASTER ALGOL. This is
accomplished by typing "TAED PRCGRAM. WAME * (LF)"
for each PROGRAM.NAME in BASTER ALGOL. Successful
compilation creates a PROGRAM.NAME BSS file.
2) Compress all BSS files. Type "SQZBSS PROGRAM.NAME
(LI)" for each PROGRAM.NAME.
3) Create a LODSIM file. Type "DO P LODSIM MYLIB
CLOSE (GETS CLOSE (GET) AIMSLB {GET) ARDS (LF)".
Successful execution of this command creates a
file, MYLIB BSS, which contains the entry points
for each system procedure used in CLOSE. Compress
MYLIB BSS by typing "SQZBSS MYLIB (LP)". This
creates MYLIB SQZBSS.
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4) Load CLOSE by typing "LAED VLOAD CLOSE (GET) CLOSE
(SQZ) AIMSLl nMLIB (LF)"
Bead Structue
The bead structure concept plays an important role
in the CLOSE system. The question tead and the account
bead are the most important beads in the program. They
are described in detail in this section. In the
description of these beads they are shown in unpacked
form, i.e. each component occupies a full word of
storage, to facilitate an understanding of the
structure. In actuality, all components of beads
occupy fractional parts of a full word. This so-called
packed form is also shown. All the c¢tber beads used in
the program are relatively simple :and are shown only in
the packed form.
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The components are defined as follows:
TXT Is a pointer to the text of the cuurent
question.
NEXT Is a pointer to the next question.
PTR Is a pointer to the first answer bead (see
Answer Bead Structure).
HARD Is an integer which, if ncn-zero, indicates
that the question is difficult. Diagnostics
and error messages take this fact into
account.
ANIS Is a pointer to the text of the answer.
CHK Is an integer indicating how the answer is to
be checked. Possible values are:
0 no check made
1 check answer
2 form answer, 'dc not check (as in a
closing entry when the program
calculates the answer)
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3 form answer and check
Q Is an integer giving the current question
number. The numbering scheme is as follows:
1) the first digit, 1, 2, or 3, is the
current phase of the program (1
stands for ledger entry, 2
adjusting entry:, and 3 closing
entry).
2) the remaining four digits are the
relative questicn/example numbers
within that phase, i.e. Q20030 is
the third questicn/example in the
adjusting entry stage.
Answer Bead Structure
OP Is the type of operation being performed,
i.e. debit or credit.
NEXT Is a pointer to the next answer bead.
Is the account to be debited or credited.ACCT
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AMT Is the amount to be debited or credited.
Notes
The concept of a bead is basic to the
understanding of the program. TXT,NEXT,PTR,
HARD,A3S,CHK,Q,OP,ACCT, and AMT are all components of a
bead. To refer to any part of a bead, the component
and the pointer must be given; the concept is similar
to that of relative addressing.
Exam_2e:
TXT(BNT): refers to the text of the question pointed to
by ENT.
Q(ENT) refers to the question number of the question
pointed to by EBr.
U
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The components of A are defined as follows:
X,Y Are the X,Y coordinates of the account
specified by A(I).
PTR Is a pointer to its image in the display file
(necessary when the light pen is used, not
implemented in version SSM3).
VALB Is a .C. pointer to the spelling of the
account name.
D Is a pointer to the Ujrst debit entry.
LD is the Y distance to be stepped off before
printing the current debit entry.
PD Is a pointer to the storage allocated for the
next debit entry. This could be determined
from D and NEXT, but the use of PD is much
more efficient.
C,LC,PC Are, respectively, the same as D,LD, and PD,
except that they are used for credit entries.
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BAL Is the current balance of the account,
initially zero as FREZ not only frees, but
also zeros stcrage.
VAL Is the ancunt to be posted.
NEXT Is the pointer to the next two free words in
storage.
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Ac&ount
CASH
IDVENTORX
PED I NS
ACCT REC
ACCT PAY
BCTES PAY
PROFIT LOSS
TAX PAY
INT PAY
WAGES PAY
RET EARN
CAPITAL
WAGES
ADV EXP
INT EXP
COST OF GOOD SOLD
INS EXP
RENT
SALES
A(1)
A (2)
A (3)
A (4)
A (5)
A (6)
A(7)
A (8)
A(9)
A (10)
A t11)
A (12)
A 113):
A (14)
A (15)
A (16)
A (17)
A (18).
A (19):
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Figure 18
PACKED BEAD STRUCTURE
ACCOUNT BEAD
X
Y 
PTR VALB
D LD
PD C
LC PC
BAL
18 21S-1-23
QUESTION
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
35
BEAD
TXT NEXT 0
AN:S O
PTR CHK HARD 2
POST BEAD
.I VA IIET 1
I VAL 10| I NEXT
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Figure 19
PACKED BEAD STRUCTURE
ANSWER BEAD
OP NEXT 0
, ACCT IAMT 1
RT.PTR BEAD AND ACT.PTR BEAD
,. [ WHOLE r 1 0
ERROR BEAD
I I WHOLE NUM 10
AMT.ERI FMT.ER1 0
I
I I
I ACT. ER IID.ERIC.ER
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Docentti on:
The following section describes each routine used
in CLOSE. The location, calling sequence, function,
called procedures, and flow charts are given for each
procedure.
Procedure:
Location:
allinq Sequence:
AC.DMP ALGOL
AC. MP (ACT. PTR,EIT)
where
ACT.PTR Is a pointer to a list of answer. beads which
form the answer to the current question.
ENT Is a pointer to the current question.
Function:
AC.DLMP makes a copy of the list of answer beads
for the current question. ACT.PTR is the pointer to
the new list, and the length of the list is recorded as
a component of ACT.PTR. The list pointed to by ACT.PTB
will be used to check the student's answer.
Calld Pjocedures:
L AtionLGOL
AIMSLB ALGOL
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AC.DMP
FRBZ
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Figure 20
Flow Chart for AC.DMP
BEGIN
FREE STORAGE
FOR ACT.PTR
FREE STORAGE
FOR ANSWER
BEAD
yes
I
W -
MORE ANSWER
BEADS REMAINING
IN QUESTION BEAD?/
no
RETURN
4-
COPY ANSWER
BEAD POINTED
TO BY QUESTION
BEAD INTO
ACT.PTR ANSWER
BEAD
L.
J
--
F
l
I
LI
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Procedure: ACT.CK
Location: ACT.CK ALGOL
Callin ieguene:.
ACT.CK (M,ACT. PTB,RT. PTR, ERROeR,TYPE, ITEM, ENT, DR.CR)
where
[ Is an integer specifying whether the student
debited or credited (0 for debit, 1 for
credit) the account currently being checked.
The value of M is determined by a call on
D. C. CK.
ACT. PTR Is a pointer to a list of answer beads which
have not yet been given-as an answer to the
current question.
RT.PTB Is a pointer to a list of answer beads which
the student has answered correctly..
ERROR Is a pointer to the error bead. If any
errors are discovered, the types and number
of errors are recorded in ERROR.
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TYPE Is an integer indicating the TYPE of the
ITEM, i.e. integer, alphabetic, etc. (see
procedure RD), read in from the console.
ITEM Is a pointer to the ITEM read in from the
console.
ENT is a pointer to the current question.
DR.CR Is a pointer to "dr" or "cr" established by
D. C. CK.
Functioni:
ACT.CK is the main routine called by CHECK to
determine if the student's answer is correct. ACT. CK
looks through the accounts specified in ACT.PTB. It
also checks the accounts specified in RT.PTR as the
part of the answer being checked may have been moved to
RT.PTR by a previous partially correct answer. It
attempts to match the account name with an account name
in either ACT.PTR or RT.PTR. An exact match is not
required as ACT.CK uses a dispelling algorithm to
cancel the effect of most common spelling errors.
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If ACT.CK finds the account name in either ACT.PTR
or RT.PTR, it checks to see if the account is being
correctly debited or credited. It also calls AMT.CK to
check the amount. If the three item group, i.e. dr or
cr, account, and amount, is found to be correct, it is
moved from ACT.PTR to RT.PTR.
If a group is found to have an error, i.e. wrong
account, incorrect debit or credit, wrong amount, the
incorrect item(s) of the group is surrounded by
asterisks aqd flags are set indicating the types and
number of errors found.
d_ P.ocedurea:
Name Lccation
AEQL AEQL ALGOL
AMT. CK AMT.CK ALGOL
ASC.C. AIMSLB ALGOL
AS C I NT I "
ASCOUT n n
AS CS AV " "
CF RE T 
CPY.LN CPY.LN ALGOL
CVTOIN AIMSLB ALGOL
MISPEL MISPEL ALGOL
NEWLIN AIMSLB ALGOL
RD SETBUF ALGOL
WFMT WFMT ALGOL
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Figure 21
Flow Chart for ACT.CK
(See page 101)
PAGE 101
Figure 21 continued
FROM PAGE 100
ITEM INTEGER ? no
yes
FLAG FORMAT
ERROR
NUM(ERROR)
/ ANY ACCOUNTS \
LEFT-IN ACT.PTR
(See page 104) ,
CHECK ACCOUNT
AGAINST ACT.PTR/
I NO MATCH
yes MORE ACCOUNT
Y \ IN ACT.PTR ?/
CHECK NEXT
ACCOUNT
RETURN>
MATCH
(See page 102)
no
MATCH / CHECK ACCOUNT\
\AGAINST RE.PTR/
(See page 103)
NO MATCH
MORE ACCOUNTS
IN RT.PTR ?
no
B
(See page 104)
yes
J,
yes
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Figure 21 continued
FROM PAGE 101
OP. ERROR=1
I no
FLAG AMT.ER,
NUM(ERROR)
MOVE ANSWER
BEAD FROM
ACT.PTR TO
RT.PTR
PAGE 103
Figure 21 continued
FROM PAGE 101
PAGE 104
Figure 21 continued
FROM PAGE 100 FROM PAGE 100
PAGE 105
Procqdure: ADJ.1
Loca tion: ADJ.1 ALGOL
-ADJ. 1 (A, CPTR)
A
where
Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
QPTR Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various questions.
Funcion:
This procedure sets up the question and answer
beads for the adjusting entries section of problem 1.
Called PocedureS:
Na me
FREZ
Lccation
AIlMSLB ALGOL
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Figure 22
Flow Chart for ADJ.1
BEGIN
SET UP QUESTION
AND ANSWER BEADS
STRUCTURE FOR
ADJUSTING ENTRIES
SECTION OF PROBLEM 1.
END
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Procedure: AEQL
Location:
Calljn__e_ uence:
AEQL ALGOL
AEQL (STRNG1,STRNG2)
where
STRNG1, STRUG2 are pointers to the strings to be
companred.
Funciion:
AECL compares two strings according to the usual
alphabetic conventions; no distincticn is made between
upper and lower case. If the strings are equal, the
value of AEQL is TRUE; otherwise, it is FALSE.
Name
ACONP
Lo cation
AIdSLB ALGOL
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Figure 23
Flow Chart for AEQL
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Procedure: AMT. CK
Location: AMT.CK ALGOL
Calln._n Sequence:l AMT.CK (ENT,ITE)-:
where
ERT Is a pointer to the current answer bead.
ITEM Is a pointer to the current item, i.e. the
item most recently retrieved from the
student's input buffer.
The procedure AMT.CK checks the amount typed in by
the student against the correct amount for' this part of
the entry. If they agree, ABT.CK returns TRUE;
otherwise, it returns FALSE.
AMT*CK disregards thousands (000s), i.e. 10,
10,000, and 10000 are all acceptable and are considered
identical. All answers in CLOSE are in thousands of
dollars. Consequently, the student may type in only
the significant digits, or he may type the amount in
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full.
Name
CVTOIN
Lccation
AIMSLB ALGOL
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Figure 24
Flow Chart for AMT.CK
CONVERT ITEM
TO INTEGER
no
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Procedure: CHECK
CHECK ALGOL
_Calin Seuence:
ENT
A
NAM11
CHECK (ENT, A, NAMIE1 ACT.PTR,RT. PTR).
where
Is a pointer to the current question.
Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
Is a pointer to the student's first name.
ACT. PTR Is a pointer to a list of answer beads which
have not yet been given as an answer to the
current question.
RT. PT R Is a pointer to a list of answer beads which
the student has answered correctly.
Funtion:
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This procedure checks the answer typed in at the
console by the student. If the answer is correct,
CHECK returns a value of 0; otherwise, it returns a
value of 1. It accomplishes this by searching, for a
match between the accounts the student types in and the
accounts of the answer beads. If CHECK can match
accounts, it then checks for a match with OF and AMT
(see answer bead on p. xxx). CHECK calls procedures
D.C.CK, ACT.CK, and AMT.CK to do the actual checking of
each individual item.
In addition, CHECK provides for the dynamic
determination of closing entry answer beads. CHECK
forms each-answer bead so that every income and expense
account can be properly closed. It also forms the
correct answer to be output to the student.
d Procedurel:
Name Lccation
ACT. CK ACT.CK ALGOL
AEQL' AEQL ALGOL
ASC.C. AIMSLB ALGOL
ASCINT n ,
ASCOUT " "
AS CS AV '; "
ASCTAB n "
ASCW RP " "
CFRET " "
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D. C. CK
FRET
FREZ
HELP
NEWLIN
RD
D.C.CK ALGOL
'AIMSLB ALGOL
HELP ALGOL
AIMSLB ALGOL
SETBUF ALGOL
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Figure 25
Flow Chart for CHECK
(See page 116)
(See page "116)
(See page 117)
(See page 117)
PAGE 116
Figure 25 continued
FROM PAGE 115
CHKI ('ENT)=2
OR
ClIK(ENT)=3
yes
DETERMINE AND
FILL IN OP
AMD AMT
IN EACH
ANSWER
BEAD
l v l
page 115)
PAGE 117
Figure 25 continued
FROM PAGE 115
9
<IS
I
/I
ANSWER CORRECT >
(See page 115)
yes
/
RETURN STORAGE
FOR ERROR CODE
AND COPY OF
ANSWER
RETURN
RETURN)
USE ERROR
CODE TO
ANALYZE ANSWER
AND PRINT
OUT APPROPRIATE
MESSAGE
IF ANSWER
INCORRECT, CHECK=1;
OTHERWISE CHECK=O
no
RETURN STORAGE
FOR ACT.PTR,
RT.PTR, ERROR
AND COPY OF
ANSWFR
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Rroced ure: CHOOSE
Location: CHOOSE ALGOL
Callang Sequence: CHOOSE (K)
where
K Is a pointer to a list of available options.
Function:
CHOOSE allows the student to be given a chcice on
the flow of the program; the student is presented with
the available options, pointed to by K, and after he
types in the letter corresponding to his choice, CHOOSE
returns the number of the option typed, i.e. the third
option, or the first option, etc. The program can then
proceed in the desired manner.
Ca_.d Procedures:
Name Lccation
ASC.C. AIMSLB ALGOL
ASCAUT n
AS COUT " n
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NEWLII
RD
ITB IA
S!TBUF ALGOL
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Figure 26
Flow Chart for CHOOSE
I { BEGIN
, .1 
PRINT OUT
LETTERS (A,B,C, ETC)
AND POSSIBLE
OPTIONS
RETURN
CHOOSE EQUALS
NUMBER OF
OPTION
I
I
RD(TYPE,P,ENT,1)
~~~~PRNT
IS CHOICE A \ PRINT
no
VALID CHOICE no ERROR
MESSAGE
\/.yes
| yes
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Procdure: CLO. 1
CLO. 1 ALGOL
CLO. 1 (A, QPTR)
where
Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various questions.
Function:
This
beads for
procedure sets up the question and answer
the closing entries section of problem 1.
Called Procedures:
Na me
FREZ
Lccation
AIMSLB ALGOL
allinq Sequence:
A
QPTR
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Figure 27
Flow Chart for CLO.1
SET UP QUESTION
AND ANSWER BEADS
FOR CLOSING ENTRIES
SECTION OF PROBLEM 1.
END
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Procedure: CLOSE
Lo2gaion: CLOSE ALGOL
Callin. S.Eqnce: -
Fun cion 
This is the main program. It supervises the flow
of control between all procedures. Because of the
modular use of procedures and the use of bead
structures, the main program is quite simple.
There are two main tasks which it has to handle:
1) initialization, and 2) program control
(question-answer).
First, CLOSE initializes the account beads and the
question beads. Next, CLOSE calls a sequence of
procedures which print a heading, an, introduction,
finish initialization, set screen parameters, draw the
T-accounts on the screen, and print iqitial financial
reports on the screen. Now, :CLCSE is ready for
questions. CLOSE prints out a question (or example or
text) , theq.calls CHECK to evaluate the student's
response, if any. Depending on CaECK's evaluation,
C
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CLOSE either asks the student to try again as his
answer is incorrect, or it posts the transaction
through a call to MLTPST, prints out the answer, and
goes on to the next question. CLOSE procedes in this
fashion until it runs out of questicns, indicated by
NEXT(ENT)=O. Then it prints out the final reports and
stops.
Calld_Procdures:
Name Lcca tion
AC.DMP AC.DMP ALGOL
ASC.C. AI MSLB ALGOL
ASCOUT n n
ASCWRF " "
CHECK C ECK ALGOL
DORMNT CTSS
FILE -FILE ALGOL
FREZ AIMSLB ALGOL
FWD FWD ALGCL
LINCNT LINCNT ALGOL
I.LTPST MLTPST ALGOL
NEWLIN AlMSLB ALGOL
OPWORD D.C.CK ALGOL
PROBI PROB1 ALGOL
RD 'SETBUF ALGOL
REPORT REPORT ALGOL
RTMARG AIMSLB ALGOL
SETPRM AiDS
SGNON n
SKIP SFIP ALGOL
STOP STOP ALGOL
TITLE TITLE ALGOL
WORDS CRECK ALGOL
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Figure 28
Flow Chart for (PMAIN)
I OPWORD ()I 
SET SCREEN
PARAMETERS
(See page 126)
FILE (NAME1,ENT) 
PAGE 126
Figure 28 continued
FROM PAGE 125
ERASER()
FLOCHT()
ERASER()
DISPLAY) 
I
IPROB1(A,QPTR,2) I
IREPORT (A, 1 ) 
(See page 127) OUTPUT TEXT
OF QUESTION
CIECK (ENT,A,NAME1,ACT.PTR,RT.PTR)
IWRONG=CHEC K
WRONG=0 e · WRONG=
ANSWER IS
INCORRECT
ANSWER CORRECT 
MLTPST(ENT)
T
OUTPUT ANSWER
6 (See page 127)
PAGE 127
Figure 28 continued
FROM PAGE 126
no
|RD(TYPE,ITE MENT)IR ONG=2)Ny
<SKIP(ENT)=1>
C no
(AEQL(ITEM,SKIP-TEXT))I 
no KIP
M
(See page
yes
(ENT)=1) 
126)
yes
no, more
questions
no ,
(See page
126)
yes
----- <EX (ET)=0>
yes, no
more questions
IL
I RD(TYPE,ITEM,ENT) I
I ._j
REPORT(A,2)
I.ENT=NEXT(ENT)
P D
(See page 126)
STOP (ITEM)
END
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Procgdure: CPY.LN
Localion:
_Ca_lling Sequence:
'CPY. LN ALGOL
CPY. LN (ITEM)
where
ITEM Is a .C. pointer to the input line returned
by CPY. LN.
Functi oon:
CPY.LN copies the input line f rcm the console and
returns a .C. pointer to the copy of the input line.
_Called ocedures:
Name Lccation
AS C. C.
ASCI NT
ASCSAV
CVTO IN
RD
AIMSLB ALGOL
te . n
SETBUF ALGOL
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Figure 29
Flow Chart for CPY.LN
COPY OUTPUT
BUFFER
1
1
RESTORE OUTPUT :
BUFFER
END
READ ITEMS
FROM INPUT
LINE UNTIL
CARRIAGE RETURN
IS READ
CREATE A.C.
POINTER TO
COPY OF INPUT
LINE
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Procedure D. C. CK
Location:
Calling Segence:
D.C.CK ALGOL
D.C.CK (ENT,TYPE,ITEM ,DR.CR,ERROR)
where
Is a pointer to the current question.
Is an integer indicating the type of
ITEM, i.e. integer, alphabetic, etc.
procedure RD), read in from the console.
the
(s'ee
Is a pointer to the item read in from the
console.
Is a pointer to the item if a debit or credit
was found.
Is a pointer to the error bead. If any
errors are discovered, the type and number of
errors are recorded in ERROR.
ENT
TYPE
ITEM
DR. CR
ERROR
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Function:
D.C.CK is used to check if the ITEM retrieved by
RD is either "DR" or "CR". 'DEBIT", "D", and most
common mispellings of "DEBIT" are also recognized as
" DR". Similarly, "CREDIT", "C"n and most common
mispellings of "CREDIT" are recognized as "Ci". If a
"DR" or "CR" is found, D.C.CK stores the ITEM in DR.CR
and returns a value of 0 if the ITEM is "DR", and 1 if
the ITEM is "CR".
If ITEM is neither "DR" or "CR", D.C.CK flags a
format error (FMT.ER), Frints out an error message to
the student, stores his answer in the output buffer and
returns.
Calljd Procedures:
Name L~cation
AEQL AEQL ALGOL
ASC.C. AIMSLB ALGOL
ASCINT " "
ASCSAV n "
CCOPY " n
CFRET " "
CPY.LN CPY.LN ALGOL
CVTOIN AIMSLB ALGOL
MISPEL MISPEL ALGOL
NEWLIN AIMSLB ALGOL
STOP STOP ALGOL
/
l
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WFMT WFMT ALGOL
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Figure 30
Flow Chart for D.C.CK
BEGIN>
no 
--yes
TIn/
A NUMBER,
INCORRECTPUT **ITEM** I
I. 77.1 ny" I[IN BUF'F
ITEM EQUAL TO
"DR" OR "DEBIT" es
OR "D" OR /MISPELLED"DEBIT"
DR.CR=
no
D.C.C}
RETUF
F ,
R I CONVERT ITEM TO AN
INTEGER PUT **ITEM**
IN BUFFER
PRINT OUT FORMAT
ERROR MESSAGE,
ITE| WFMT
FMT.ER=FMT.ER+l
UM (ERROR) =NUM (ERROR) +1
. - _k .
ITEM EQUAL TO
"CR" OR "CREDIT" yes
OR "C" OR
MISPELLED "CREDIT"
I ", Ino
( RETURN
DR.CR=ITEM
D.C.CK=1 
RETURN
f
<
PUT **ITEM**
INl BUFFER
RN )
-*'El
II
EM TS
1
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Procedure: FILE
Location: FILE ALGOL
Calling Seuence: FILE (NAME 1 ,ENT)
where
NAME1 Is a pointer to the student's first name.
ENT Is a pointer to the current question.
_Func tion:
This 'procedure opens the files TUTORS STATUS and
CLOSES STATUS which are used to maintain student
statistics. TUTORS STATUS, currently used only to
record the student's name, will be used to monitor the
last question answered if a student does not complete
the program at one sitting; this will make it possible
for the student to re-enter the program where he left
off.
CLOSES STATUS is a complete monitor of the
tutorial sessioq. It records the date, time, and name
of the student. In addition, it records every student
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response as well as an error code indicating the errors
found in answers to questiogs.
Called Pocedure5:
Na me
ASC. C.
ASCDAT
AS CL OS
ASCOPIN
AS couW
ASCSAV
AS CT IN
ASCWRPF
CPY. LN
NEWLIN
RD
Laca tion
AIMSLB
t
t
fI
C[ Y. LN
AIMSLB
SE TBUP
ALGOL
1U
t
#Iot
ALGOL
ALGOL
ALGOL
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Figure 31
Flow Chart for FILE
OPEN TUTORS STATUS |
II.
Wb .
1
I.
RETURN
REQUEST AND RECORD
STUDENT'S NAME
(FIRST, THEN LAST)
'CLOSE TUTORS STATUS
OPEN CLOSES STATUS
RECORD NAME, DATE,
TIME ON CLOSES STATUS
r
I
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Procedurs:
Location:
PLOCHT
FLOCHT ALGOL
:e: R PLOCHT
R DISPIC FLOCHT
Function*.
FLOCHT draws the expenditure-asset-expense cycle
picture. It also writes the picture on disk so that it
may be quickly and easily accessed.
Ca.led Procedures:
Name
ADDOBJ ,
COMBIN E
CPYOBJ
DEFOBJ
DISKOB
DISKPIC
DOTTED
ENDOBJ
ERASER
INVIS
LIN
PLOT
SETPT
TEXT
Lcjation
ADDS
II
oIt.
n
it
if
n
I
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Figure 32
Flow Chart for FLOCHT
BEGIN
f r-nVVT CMacnAn
___I_
cD( END 
A_ ··
OBJECTS:BOX,
DOTTED.BOX, RARROW,
LARROW, UARROW,
DARROW
DRAW FLOWCHART
IN DISPLAY
FILE
COPY DISPLAY
FILE ONTO DISK
AS AN ARDPIC
I
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Procd ure: FW D
Locatio-n: FWD ALGOL
CallingSequence: ED ()
Fncu ion:
This procedure executes, the CTSS command XECOm
which causes the introduction contained in FWD RUNOFF
to be output in a report form with both margins
justified.
C alld Pocedure:
Name Location
XECOM CI'SS
P ..
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Figure 33
Flow Chart for FWD
BEGIN>
a,
RETURN
EXECUTE CTSS
COMMAND TO
PRINT FWD
(P FWD RUNOFF)
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Procedure: HELP
_Locaion: HELP ALGOL
CalliAg Sjeuence: HELP (AC .PTR,ENT)
where
ACT. PTR Is a pointer to the list of answer beads
which have not been given as responses to the
current question.
ENT Is a pointer to the current question.
Function:
HELP prints out one of the remaining accounts in
the answer, i.e. an account which the student has not
yet given as part of an answer. HELP does not move the
account from ACT. PTB to RT.PTR, but rather requires
that the student type in the entry, which, if correct,
causes the account to be moved to"RT.PTR.
Called Procedure_:
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Name Location
ASC- C.
ASCINT
ASCOUT.
ASCWRP
AI$SLB ALGOL
of *.
. .II
t I
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Figure 34
Flow Chart for HELP
yes
RECORD QUESTION
NUMBER AND
"HELP" IN FILE
RETURN
yes
PRINT OUT
THE FIRST
OF THE
REMAINING
ACCOUNTS
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Procedure: LINCNT
Location_: LINCNT ALGOL
Calling S2uence: LINCNT (NEED)
where
NEED Is an integer specifying the number of lines
that are needed.
Function:
This procedure calls the CTSS supervisor tc obtain
the number of lines which have been displayed thus far.
If the number.of lines remaining, (i.e. fifty sinus the
number of lines displayed), is less than NEED, (the
number of lines needed), the 'student is told to hit new
line to .erase the screen. when he hits new line, the
screen is erased, and the top third, the T-accounts, is
redrawn,
Call1d Procedures:
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Na me
D IS PLAY
ERASER
GETP
Lccation
ARDS
,PAGE 146
Figure 35
Flow Chart for LINCNT
GET THE NUMBER
OF LINES DISPLAYED
'[-
PRINT "TO ERASE
HIT NEW LINE"
WAIT FOR STUDENT
TO STRIKE NEW LINE
PAGE 1,47
Procedure: HISPEL
Location: HISPEL ALGOL
Cajng Sequence: MISPEL (STENG 1, STBNG2, )
where
STRNG1 Is a pointer to the string of characters
typed in by the student.
STBNG2 Is a pointer to the correct answer, also a
string of characters.
N Is an integer specifying the minimum length
of substring STRNG1 which must match a
substring of STHNG2 in order for an
acceptable match, i.e. if 1=4, a substring of
length 4 of STRNG1 must match a substring of
STRNG2 of equal length to have an acceptable
match.
Function:
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MISPEL attempts tc match the character string
pointed to by STRNG1 with the string pointed to by
STRNG2. It uses two rules to determine if STRNG1
matches STRNG2. Initially, the first two and last
characters of the strings are checked to see if they
match. If they do, MISPEL returns TRUE; if they do
not, MISPEL then checks to see if a substring of STRNG1
matches a substring of STBNG2' of equal length. It
returns TRUE if such a match exists, and FALSE
otherwise.
Id Procedurg:
Name IS.cation
SPRAY9 AIMSLB ALGOL
F R ET " 
PREZ " "
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Figure 36
Flow Chart for MISPEL
START
TI
CHECK IF FIRST 2 &
LAST CHARACTERS MATCH
II, no
yes-I = TRU
/ ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
f 
RETURN 
NCHAR1 > N
or
NCHAR2 > N,
I yes
LIMIT1 = NCHARl+l-N
LIMIT2 = NCHAR2+1-N
. I
(See page
SET UP BUFFERS
BUFFi, BUFF2 OF
LENGTH NCHAR1,NCHAR2
Tr
SPRAY STRNG1, STRNG2
INTO BUFF1, BUFF2
N = 0, L = 0
NCHAR1 = NCHAR2 = 01
150)
PAGE 150
Figure 36 continued
From page 149
\
CHECK IF NCHAR1
CIIAR. OF STRNG1
MATCHES L CHIAR.
OF STRNG2
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Figure 37
DETAIL ON CHARACTER STRINGS AND SPRAY9
FOINTER
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
. / NO X TENSIONS
T H I S
I S ~ S
T R I N
G -i 1
After STRNG1 is sprayed into BUFF1 it looks like
BUFF! -- T
H
I
N
1
,NCHARl=15words
Later NCHAR1 'is used as a
character for STRNG1
pointer to the current
Symbollically,
BUFF1 -- THISuISjSTRNG 1
NCHAR1
(The NCIARlth character of STRNG1 is S)
'STRNG1-- 
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Proc.edure: ML TPST
Location:
C9allna__Sequ ence:
HLTPST ALGOL
NLTPST (ENT)
where
ENT Is a pointer to the current question.
Function:
Procedure KLTPST posts the answer to the various
T-accounts involved. It sakes calls on POST to do -the
actual posting.
Called Prc4ure:
POST
LccationPOST __LGo
POST ALGOL
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Figure 38
Flow Chart for MLTPST
BEGIN
POST AMOUNT
TO ACCOUNT SPECIFIED
IN ANSWER BEAD
-yes S THERE ANOTHER
Eno
END
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Procedure: OPWORD
D.C.CK ALGOL
OPUORD ()
OPWORD sets up .C. pointers to the character
string representations of D,DR,DEBIT,C,CR, and CREDIT.
These pointers are used with the procedure AEQL in
procedure D.C.CK to determine if the item typed by the
student is a debit or a credit.
Because of ARD limitations OPIOQD-must reside in
the same file as D.C.CK, i.e. D.C.C9 ALGOL, in order
for the pointers to be ;known in procedure D.C.CK.
Nae
ASC. C.
ASCSAV
Lccation
AIMSLB ALGOL
n H
Location;
cailling Sequence:
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Figure 39
Flow Chart for OPWORD
SET UP .C. POINTERS
FOR D, DR, DEBIT,
C, CR, AND CREDIT
END
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Procedure:
Location:
PIC1
PIC1 ALGOL
PICl (A)
where
A Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
Funcion':
This procedure plots the T-accounts in the display
file. PICI first defines two standard 7-accounts, the
long form (i.e. Cash), and the short form (i.e. Wages).
It then sets the beam to the appropriate position on
the screen for the account, and then plots one of the
two standard T-accounts; PICI also plots the name of
the account.
This procedure also initializes PTR and VALB of
each account bead (see the description of the account
bead structure.}. It sets PTR to the display file
pointer for the account, and VALB equal to the .C.
string spelling of the account name.
.
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Called Procedures:
Name Location
ADDOBJ AFDS
DEJOBJ
ENDOBJ"
INVIS"
LIN
PLOT
SETPT "
TEXT hW
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Figure 40
Flow Chart for PIC1
BEGIN
CREATE
STANDARD
T-ACCOUNT
CREATE STANDARD
CASH ACCOUNT
(ALSO IS PROFIT
& LOSS ACCOUNT)
RETURN
:.
SET BEAM TO CORRECT
POSITION, PLOT THE
ACCOUNT & ACCOUNT
NAME. INITIALIZE PTR
& VALB. DO FOR
EACH ACCT.
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Procedure: POST
Lbocion: POST ALGOL
Calljn_ Sequence: POST(ACCT,D.C,ANT1)
where
ACCT Is a pointer to an account.
D.C Is an integer. Acceptable values are:
O indicates a debit entry.
1 indicates a credit entry.
3 indicates that the account is to be
underlined and the balance brought
forward.
4 indicates that the account is to be
underlined (twice).
AMT1 Is the amount to be debited or credited.
Function:
POST is the procedure that handles all entries to
the T-accouRts. It makes all debit and credit entries,
and also underscores the accounts when required.
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If D.C is either 0 or 1, the procedure posts the
amount specified by AMTI to the account specified by
ACCT. The entry is flagged with an arrow to make it
easy for the student to spot the new entry.
If D.C is either 3 or 4, POST underlines the
account specified. If r.C is 3, POST enters a single
underline and posts the balance forward by calling
itself (POST is a recursive procedure) to do, the
posting. For D.C equal to 4 POST underlines the
account specified twice.
This process of making entries to the accounts and
underlining them is facilitated .by the maintenance of
certain "vital statistics" for each account, e.g. X,Y
coordinates, etc. (see Bead Description on p. xxx).
When POST is called to enter an amount, it merely
accesses the necessary statistics from the bead
maintained for ACCT. It makes the entry on the screen,
updates the statistics which have changed, and returns.
Ld _rocedure%:
Name ji~ction
ASC.C. AIMSLB ALGOL
ASCARD n "
ASCIN T "
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ASCSAV
DISPLAY
FPREZ
INuVIS
PLOT
RMV
S ET PT
n n
ABDS
AIXISLB ALGOL
ARBDS
It
to
PAGE 162
Figure 41
Flow Chart for POST
yes
yes
(See page
165)
no
(See page 164)
(See page 163)
I
PAGE 163
Figure 41 continued
FROM PAGE 162
PLOT 2 LINES
AT Y (ACCT) -DIST
PAGE 164
Figure 41 continued
FROM PAGE 162
VAL = AMT1J
FREE 1 WORD
OF STORAGE
SET PC AS PTR
POSITION BEAM
POSITION BEAM
AT X(ACCT)+75 Y(ACCT)-LC
,
PUT AMT1 IN BUFFER
CREATE A .C. POINTER
I ,.
OUTPUT AMT1 AT
SPECIFIED POSITION
I,
I UPDATE IAL, LC
I TURN
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Figure 41 continued
FROM PAGE 162
IVAL = AMlT1
_____,_____
FREE 1 WORD
OF STORAGE
SET PD AS PTR
%V
POSITION BEAM
AT X(ACCT), Y(ACCT)-LD
PUT AMT1 IN BUFFER
CREATE .C. POINTER
OUTPUT AMT1 AT
SPECIFIED POSITION
OUTPUT ARROW
BESIDE AMT1
UPDATE BAL, LD
R - F- 
.I
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Procedure: POST. 1
location:
Calling Sequence:
POST. 1 ALGOL
POST. (A,QPTR)
where
A Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
OPTR Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various questions.
Punchion:
This procedure sets up the question and answer
beads.for the posting entries section of problem 1.
galled Procedures:
Na me
PRBZ
Lcgation
AIMSLB ALGOL
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Figure 42
Flow Chart for POST.1
BEGIN
SET UP QUESTION AND
ANSWER BEADS FOR
POSTING ENTRIES
SECTION OF PROBLEM 1.
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Prqggdure: PROB1
Locatilon: PROB1 ALGOL
_Callig Seuence: PROB 1 (A, QPTR,N)
where
A Is an, array whose elements' are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
QPTR Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various questions.
N Is an integer whose value may be 1 or 2. If
N equals 1, PROB1 initiali2es problem 1. If
N equals 2, PROB1 posts the starting balances:
to the T-accounts.
FS ~_ion,:
This procedure is the main subroutine for problem
1. It initializes variables and calls the necessary
subroutines to set up problem 1. It. is called twice
from CLOSE.- On the first call, POB81 initializes X,Y
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coordinates for the T-accounts-and sets up the question
and answer beads and returns. The second time PROBI is
called it posts initial balances to the T-accounts and
returns.
Called P_ gcedures:
_Nae Lccation
ADJ. 1 AJ. 1 ALGOL
CLOo 1 CLO.1 ALGOL
PIC1 PIC1 ALGOL
POST POST ALGOL
POST. 1 PCST.1 ALGOL
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Figure 43
Flow Chart for PROB1
N = 
INITIALIZE X,Y
COORDINATES FOR
T-ACCOUNTS
POST INITIAL
ENTRIES IN
T-ACCOUNTS
RETURN
RTURN
I 
POST.1 (A,QPTR)
8 / _e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IADJ.1(A, QPTR)
N = 2
!
I CLO.1 (A, PTR)
RETURN
" PlC1 (A)
_ PsllaI.
.
.L
l
I I1
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Locati-O SETBUF ALGOL
Caj.n Sequence: ED (TYPE, STR,ENT).
where
TYPE 'Is an integer indicating the type of the
,.item, i.e. TYPB=8 indicates that the item is
an integer (see AIdSLB documentation,. <30>,
for list of item types).
STR 'Is a pointer to the item.
ENT Is a pointer to the current question.
Punction
The .procedure RD reads in the next item from the
console, ignoring spaces. In additicn, it checks for
certain control words before returning the item. It
checks for 'STOP'!, "DISPLAY", NQUESTION", and "*"n, If
RD finds one of these control words, it handles the
request and then seeks and returns a new item.
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Caleid Prcedures:
Naue Lc gation
AEQL AE.QL ALGOL
ASC. C. AI4SLB ALGOL
A SCI NT 
AS COUT 
ASC#RF n
CPY.LN CPY.LN ALGOL
DISPLAY ABDS
ISARGV AID
NEIILI AIMtSLB ALGOL
HXTITH
STOP STOP ALGOL
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Figure 53
.Fl.w.4hart .for RD ..
·,
.'
. .
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Procd red : REPLIR
L oc_ ion: REPORT ALGOL
Callinq Sequen:
REPLIN(ACCT1,TAB10,TAB11,ACCT2,TAB20,TAB21)
where -
ACCT1 Is the first account on the report ine and,
for the current report generator, is always a
balance sheet account,
TAB10 Is the character position where ACCT1 is
printed.
TAB11 Is the character position where the balance
-of ACCT1 is printed.
ACCT2 2 Is the second account on the report line;
currently, ACCT2 is always an income or an
expense account.
TAB20 Is the character position where the name of
ACCT2 is printed.
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TAB21 Is the character position where the balance
of ACCT2 is printed.
Function:
Procedure REPLIN prints one line of the financial
reports. The accounts and positions at which to print
the accounts and amounts are specified by argument
values. Normally, two accounts are printed per line;
however, it is also possible to print only one account,
either ACCT1 or ACCT2, per line. To print only one
account on a line, the account position bypassed should
be zero, i.e. ACCT1=0 will print only ACCT2.
1Clled Procedures:
base Location
ASC.C. AIMSLB ALGOL
ASCINT "
ASCOUT 
ASCTAB 
IS ARGV AED
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Figure 45
Flow Chart for REPLIN
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Pr2oSlre: REPORT
Location: REPORT ALGOL
_C9aljnq Sequence: REPORT (A, I)
where
A Is an array whose elements are pointers to
the various T-accounts.
I / Is an integer indicating whether initial
reporbs (I=1) or final reports' are to be
'drawn up.
Procedure REPORT generates an income statement and
a balance-sbeet. If I equals 1, REPORT does not alter'
the T-accounts, and gives an initial income statement
and balance sheet. otherwise, REPORT brings balances.
forward and makes underlining entries before printing
the financial reports.
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Cal1.d.Procedures:
eage
ASC. Co
ASCINTI
AS COUT
ASCTAB
DISPLAY
ERASER
POST
RBPLII
Location
AI[SLB ALGOL
n N
ARDS
POST ALGOL
REPORT ALGOL
l
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Figure 46
Flow Chart for REPORT
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Procdqure: . SEB UF
Locaion,: SETBUF ALGOL
Callin Squence: SETBUF ()
Function:
The procedure SETIUP establishes a buffer for
console input. All characters typed ip on the console
are read into this buffer. SETBUP also sets up .C.
pointers to the character string representations of
"STOP", "DISPLAY", "QUESTION", and n"*,
Because of AED limitations, SETBUF must reside in
the same file as procedure RD, which will use the .C.
pointers. The .C. pointers are established in SETBUF
rather than RD, where they are used, because SETBUP is
called once, while RD is called many times.
Cal.ed Procedures:
Same Lcation.
ASC.C. AI ISLB ALGOL
ASCEKR n
ASCHARn n
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ASCONS
AS CS AT
FLXFM?
GENRB
OBPFI L
.. . a
HN 
H #
I
I
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Figure 47
Flow Chart for SETBUF
SET UP INPUT
BUFFER INBUF1
]
END
SET UP .C. POINTERS
TO THE CHARACTER
STRING REPRESENTATION
OF "STOP", "DISPLAY",
"QUESTION", AND "*"
Mr
BEGIN
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SETUP
Locationf: SETUP ALGOL
Callnq Sequence: .INSERT ALGOL
FunCtion:
SETUP is not really a procedure, but rather an
insert file. It contains the variable and component
declarations that are used throughout CLOSE. It is
inserted at the beginning of every major procedure.
_Callead roce4ures: No procedures called.
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Procedure: SKIP
Loibqin: SKIP ALGOL
Calling e quence: SKIP(ENT)
.shere
ENT Is a pointer to the current question.
Functiojn:
SKIP.. allows the student to skip to the next
question or to the next section. SKIP, when called,
prints out the three types of skipping that are
available. They are: a) Print questions -and answers
while skipping to the next section, L.) Just skip to the
next section, and c) Skip to the next question. In
addition. SKIP may be given an optional argument of 1
which suppresses printing of the options and
automatically skips to the next question.
PAGE 1B5
Hame
AIBSLB ALGOL
# a
# !
# #
CHOOSE ALGOL
CPY.LN .ALGOL
AIPSLB ALGOL
# #
L ICNT ALGOL
MlLTRST ALGOL
AIBSLB' ALGOL
SBTBUP ALGOL
As. c.
AS CI INT
ASCo0Ui
AS R BP
CHOOSE
CPy .LN
C VOI N
FRUT
FREZ
LIICIT
MLTPST'
NER LINI
RD
I I
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Figure 48
Flow Chart for SKIP
FREE STORAGE
FOR TEXT OF
SKIPPING OPTION
VADD QUESTION NUMBERAND "SKIP" TOBUFFER
4-
IS THERE AN OPTIONAL
yes N ARGUMENT OF 1
Lt
PUT "1" IN BUFFER
WRITE BUFFER
ON FILE
SKIP = 1 [
I no
WRITE BUFFER
ON FILE
ORIGIN=CURRENT
QUESTION NUMBER,
FINISI=ORIGIN+9000
(See page
1
_
187)
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Figure 48 continued
FROM PAGE 186
RETURN OPTION
TEXT STORAGE
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Procedure: STOP
Location: STOP ALGOL
calling Seuence : STOP (ITEn)
where
ITEM Is a pointer to a string containing the
characters END or STOP depending on where
STOP was called.
FunctioQn:
STOP is used to terminate the program. It adds to
the output file, CLOSES STATUS, the word STOP or END
depending on whether the program ended normally or was
stopped before it ended. It also adds the current time
to the file as well as two lines of asterisks to
improve legibility, and then closes the file. In
addition, STOP resets the screen parameters to their
normal settings. STOP then returns control to CTSS.
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Na me
A SCC.
ASCLOS
ASCTIRH
AS CW RF
SETPRBI
Lccalti 01
AIMSLB
to
AEDS
ALGOL
n
#
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Figure 49
Flow Chart for STOP
BEGIN
WRITE ITEM
ON THE OUTPUT
FILE
RITE THE CURRENT
IME ON THE OUTPUT
FILE
WRITE 2 LINES
OF ASTERISKS
ON THE OUTPUT
FILE
CLOSE THE OUTPUT
FILE
RESET THE SCREEN
PARAMETERS
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Pro:dure: TIT LE
Locaion TITLE ALGOL
Callinqg Sequence TITLE ()
EunsP lon
Thi-s procedure erases the screen,; outputs "SLOAN
SCHOOL OP HABAGEMBB T#, "Accounbing Erogram - Version
SSH3 of 29 May 1970", the current date, and "CLOCK
TIEB= the current time".
It also outputs an appropriate greeting: GOOD
MORNING (0000-1200 hours), GOOD AFTERNOON (1200-1700).
and GOOD EVENING (1700-2400)..
TITLB then waits for the student to hit new line,
sigiifying bhat he is ready to continue, and erases the
screen when he has done so.
ML2Ld Proceaue d :
ASCTAB' AImSLB ALGOL
ASC. C. 'AIESLB ALGOL
ASCDAT "
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ASCOUT
ASCTAB
ASCT In
ERASER
GOOD AY
RDPLX
I U
A DS
AIMSLB ALGOL
CTSS
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Figure 50
Flow Chart for TITLE
A1l,
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_Pocqd ure: WFHT
FPMT ALGOL
C a9l g q SequCe:c P7FT ()
FIST' is called from D.C.C.K to print out a
errpr message.
Calde Pro:edu~:re
Ha__
ASC. C.
ASCOU2
format
Loationg
AINSLB ALGOL
a
function:
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Figure 51
Flow Chart for WFMT
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Procedur: WORDS
Loca ion: CHECK ALGOL
Callin a_seuence:~ WORDS ()
Func tion:
WORDS sets up .C. pointers to the character string
representations of "SKIP" and '!HELP". These pointers
are used with the procedure AEQL in procedure CHECK to
determine if the item typed by the student is "HELP" or
"SKIP".
Because of AED limitations, WORES must reside in
CHECK ALGCL in order for the pointers to Le known in
procedure CHECK.
Called Procedures:
Name Lccati on
ASCo C. AIMSLB ALGOL
ASCSA " "
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Figure 52
Flow Chart for WORDS
SET UP .C. POINTERS
TO THE CHARACTER
STRING REPRESENTATION
OF 'HELP" AND "SKIP"
I 
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APPENDIX B
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The CLOSE Pojec
CLOSE is an interactive program written in AED designed
to help you learn basic accounting techniques.
Specifically, CLOSE is designed to help you learn the
following three aspects of accounting:
1) the process of posting entries to a ledgers
2) making adjustments to the ledger accounts at
the end of a period, and
3) closing out the ledger acccunts.
CLOSE employs the technique of presenting several
example transactions and then asking you to give the answers
to several similar transactions. The program assumes that
you will abide by certain conventions; these conventions are
listed below:
1) When ""READY"' appears on the screen, it means
that the program is waiting for you. When you
a.re ready to continue, and have typed a
response, if one was expected, you should hit
"npew line".
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2) Example transactions are denoted by the
prefix "EXAMPLE".. You are not expected to
anser these, but you should make sure that
you answer each one before you continue with
the program.
3) Transactions which expect you to respocnd are
prefixed by "QUESTION". The format of a
response is similar to that of a journal
entry, i.e., an account and the amount to be
debited is specified, followed by the account
and the amount to be credited. Specifically,
you respond to a question by typing "dr"
followed by the account to be debited,
followed by the amount (in thousands of
dollars); on the same line you then type
"cr" followed by the account and the amount
to be credited. Then hit "new line".
Figure 53 shows the T-accounts used in CLOSE as well as
an initial balance sheet and income statement. Note that
the accounts are laid out in an orderly manner. In gener,
the scheme is first asset accounts, then liability accounts,
and finally, income and expense accounts.
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Figure 53
BALANCE SHEET ACCOUNTS TEMPORARY
ACCOUNT
… - r~ ~~--…-- ---'
SH IuVrfORY PPD INS ACCT REC ACCT PAY NOTES PAY, PROFIT LOSSI
-15 1 3 100 0
TAX PAY INT PAY WAGES PAY RET EARN CAPITAL
1 - 20 _ 2 1100 l
I _ ---- -
INCOME STATEMENT ACCOUNTS
mFOqm mWH
SALES GOODS SOLD WAGES ADV EXP INT EXP INS FXP RENT
These accounts are the "books" of GEM,Inc. GEM is engaged in the
manufacture and sale of Adzes, an esoteric plant made from a hemp
plant and widely held to be the cure for all of man's ills.
You have been hired as an accountant and are responsible for keeping
GEM'S books.
BALANCE SHEET INCOME STATEMENT
ASSETS
cash
inventory
ppd ins
acct rec
TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITIES
ITABILITIES
acct pay
notes pay
tax pay
int pay
wages pay
TOTAL LIABILITIES
ret earn
capital
TOTAL EQUITIES
180
156
1
3
340o
100
60
20
40
220
100
20
120
340
sales
cost of goods sold
GROSS PROFIT
0
0
OPERATING EXPENSES
wages 0
adv exp 0
int exp 0
ins exp 0
rent 0
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET PROFIT
I CA
I
I
I
I
I -
I
0
0
0
I
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Using the_ARDS Computer Terminal
To communicate with the accounting tutor, the student
must follow some general guidelines in operating the
terminal:
1) All input to the computer is sent in "bursts"
triggered by depressing the ""NEW LINE" key;
each and every response must be followed by a
"NEW LINE".
2) The computer is only "listening" to the
terminal when the green "proceed" light is
on; anything typed on the keyboard while the
"wait" light is on will be ignored.
3) when the screen is full, a small "hblob" will
appear at the bottom of the screen; the
white "ERASE" key on the keyboard will erase
the screen and also notify the computer that
it may continue to write. This "ERASE" key
may be used to clear the screen at any time
the green "proceed" light is on; one does
not have to wait until the "blob" appears.
however, CLOSE monitors the number of lines
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on the screena and it is unlikely that the
student will. have to use the "ERASE" key.
Since typing mistakes during input are bound to occur,
two special characters are available for error correcting:
1) The commercial at (a) typed after a group of
characters will deleteyped after a group of
characters will delete all the chacters;
whatever follows the commercial at sign will
be interpreted as a new line, although the
characters must be typed on the same line.
Thus, 'this part will be deleted this part
will not'. A commercial at at always has
this deleting property; consequently, one
must be careful not to use it for any other
purpose.
2) A number sign (#) typed after any character
(or space) will delete that character. This
may be done repeatedly to delete more that
one character. For example, 'abcdef#' will
be interpreted as 'abcde', while 'abcdefg#t'
will be interpreted as 'atc0 .
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Each answer from the student to the tutor should not
exceed one line in length; continuaticn lines are not
allowed in the present configuration. Either upper cr lower
case letters of the alphabet are acceptable. Non-alphabetic
characters (other than numbers or the two correction
characters just mentioned) should not be used.
The CLOSE program is adeveloping instructional Frogram.
In order to continue its improvement, we solicit your
comments. These comments may be entered at any time after
CLOSE has been started by typing an asterisk (*) followed by
your comment. the CLOSE program enters these lines onto a
disc file where they are saved for us to read at a later
time.
Startin9 the Tutor
After an active line to the computer has been
established, one should type Or close 1', following it, as
always, by a "NEW LINE". The computer will respond with 'W
xxxx.x'. This loads the program. The tutor will start by
requesting the student's name. Normally, a student will
type in his full name, then depress "NEW LINE".
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Control Words.
CLOSE recognizes a number of control words which will
allow the student to interact more effectively with the
system. The commands are described below:
1) *: In crder to provide comment to the
system developers, a student may enter a
line started with an asterisk. This
line may be entered at any time and does
not change the status of the program.
2) STCP:
3) DISPAY:
This command allows the student to quit
the program before it has finished.
"STOP", not an interrupt, should always
be used to terminate the program as
CLOSE modifies the display screen
parameters and these must be reset upon
termination of the program.
In the event that the screen is
inadvertently erased and the T-accounts
lost, the "DISPLAY" command will redraw
the T-accounts.
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4) QUESTIOI
5) SKIP r 1'
This command will retype the current
question if it is erased.
In order to allow the student to proceed
at his own pace, "SKIP" will. allow the
student to skip over questions or
sections which he already understands.
"SKIP 1" will skip to the next question.
"SKIP" requests the student to indicate
whether be wants to skip to the next
question or to the neit section.
Commands 1-5 may be typed whenever "READY" appears on the
screen. There is an additional command which is only
recognized after a question has been asked. This command is
described below:
6) HELP: The student, in going through the
program, may encounter a question which
he cannot answer. The command "HELP"
will give the student help in answering
the question. CLOSE will accept a
partial answer, i.e. "dr adv exp 10
(NEW LINE)", and will give feedback as
to whether the partial anser is correct
or not. Further, if a response is only
d
N:
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partially incorrect, the student need
only type in the corrected section of
his response. He need not retype his
entire response.
Miscellaneous
1) If your answer is incorrect, CLOSE brackets the
incorrect part with asterisks, i.e.
your answer: dr wrong acct 4
CLOSE's response: dr **wrong acct** 4
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